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Banana Beauties Begin
"Boardwalk"Bandwagon
A small army of beautiful girls, headed by the 1966
Banana Queen, Miss Kentucky and Miss Tennessee, the
Kentucky Dairy Princess, and the North Carolina Blueberry Queen, will invade Fulton when the Fifth International Banana Festival gets under way September
27-30.
Reigning over all the activities
will be the lovely Banana Princess,
Cynthia Vincent of Martin, Tenn., a
sophomore at the University of
Mississippi. The charming and talented Cynthia has won many area
contests.
Miss Kentucky, Jo-Anne Clark of
Jeffersontown, won over a group
of glamorous and talented girls
several months ago. The Miss Kentucky Contest was televised from
the Brown Theatre in Louisville and
was shown on WPSD-TV. Jo-Anne
is an accomplished musician.
Linda Sue Workman, •Miss Ten-

nessee, hails from Portageville,
Mo., but was entered from the
University.of Tennessee at Martin.
Linda Sue's talent at the Miss
America Pageant was singing. Miss
Tennessee's escort at Atlantic City
was P. D. Blaylock of South Fulton, a senior at UTM.
Pam Sollars is the North Carolina
Blueberry Queen, and Judy 'Pindle
is the Kentucky Dairy Princess.
Thus for 15 girls have entered the
Banana Princess Pageant with four
states, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, and South Carolina, being
represented.
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TV Personalities To Emcee Talent Show, Music Fiesta, Pageant;
List Of Dignitaries Coming To Festival Headed By Ambassador
(Photos Front Page Second Section)
Two of this region's most popular television personalities will add luster to the Fifth Annual International
Banana Festival when Tom Butler and John Williams
take over the master of ceremonies duties for two of the
Festival's most outstanding programs. '

Tennessee, and lived there until ti
age of six, at which time he movt
to Union City, Tennessee, where he
attended the first and second
grades. Following World War II his
parents moved to Jackson, Tennessee, where he finished school and
graduated from Union University
with a B. A. degree.
His broadcasting career began at
the age of fifteen when he covered
high school 'basketball games. At
the age of seventeen he was broadcasting high school football games.
In 1956,-while a college student, he
went to work for Radio Station
•••

Mr. Butler, news director of
WPSD-TV in Paducah and Mr. Wil- . Both events will be held in the
liam, a news commentator and giant tent to be erected in Kitty
program personality of the same League ball park.
station will meet their thousands of
With a tremendous following in
viewers when they appear in "starring" roles, in person here. Mr. the five-State area, the appearance
of
both personalities here has causButler will be master of ceremonies
Music ed as much enthusiasm for Festival
for the Inter-American
Fiesta on Thursday night and Mr. goers as the famous personalities
Dick Hawley, of WMCT-TV,
Williams will perform the same they will introduce and perform Memphis, is planning to be masfor the giant talent show on Wed- with at the two events.
ter of ceremonies for the Princess
nesday night.
Mr. Butler was born...in Martin, Pageant on Friday and Saturday
nights. Hawley is coming here for
his third time.
•••

List Of Dignitaries

It's two down and one to go!
That's the count-down of college attendance in
our family.
R. Paul has been a student at Bellarmine College in Louisville since late August; Mary Jo entered her senior, and second year at the Academy of the
Sacred Heart in St. Charles, Missouri on Wednesday. I drove her to St. Charles on Tuesday and returned on Wednesday.
I will be registering for the Fall semester at
Vanderbilt University on September 18. My classes
will begin on September 20. I think you know by
now that I have been awarded a Ford Foundation
Fellowship for a year's study, in the subject of my
choice, that the Foundation feels will enhance the
objectives in the field of journalism.
The only member of the Westpheling household that you will be seeing around on a regular
basis for the next several months will be Paul. who
undoubtedly will be doing an "in depth" study on
how to keep up with three students participating in
the adventure into academia.
I know that all of you will be as kind to him individually as you have been to us collectively. It is a
truly rare individual who agrees, wholeheartedly,
to keep the home fires burning while his spouse fulfills a long time ambition to get a college background in a profession that she has been playing
mostly by ear for some 35 years.
So many of you have asked what I plan to study
in connection with my Fellowship grant.
In my proposal to the selection committee, composed of distinguished editors and educators, I asked for the opportunity to delve into the mores of
grass roots and mass population political science.
I would like to study, perhaps even to search
for, the motivation of the average voter to select
his candidates for public office.
I would like to search for a formula to use that
would make Mr. Average Citizen take an interest in
good government, honest government, from the
lowliest public office to the highest plateau in national affairs.
I would like to find the simple communication
between office-holders, office-seekers and the people (the voters) who make these positions possible.
Esoteric as it may sound, I think that the salvation of this world lies in the harmonious communication between people. Understanding of each
other's problems, can and must become the universal language. I believe that when we awaken and
foster the interest of the man on the street to the
necessity of becoming a part of, rather than a tool
of, the political "bosses," then we will have peace in
our times.
I am fully aware of the responsibility I have accepted to find these answers and channel them
through the vast resources of the Ford Foundation
in the far-flung corners of the world.
I realize too, that having found these answers I
accept a further responsibility, and challenge, to
dessiminate my findings into the most effective
channels. Mine may be a small voice in the wilderness, but it's like I have said so many times before,
it is better to light one candle than to curse the darkness.
Look around you in these twin cities.
You will find perhaps two groups of citizens.
One group inhabits a small world of complacency,
secure in its leisure, content with the status quo and
(Continued On Page Eight)

Ambassador Brown

An undersecretary of state and former ambassador,
the president of a national organization whose diplomatic objectives are world-wide, governors, congressmen and other high ranking governmental and diplomatic individuals are among the growing list of dignitaries who will attend the fifth annual International
Banana Festival.
In the field of diplomacy high ranking individuals
signifying their intention to be at the Festival are: Under Secretary of State for State Government Affairs,
Ambassador Winthrop Brown,land Mrs. Brown; Edward
Marcus, President, The National Partners of the Alliance; J. Manuel Espinosa, Deputy Director, Office of
Inter-American Programs, Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs, Department of State, Washington, D.
C., and some forty State Department grantees, including newspaper publishers, educators, attorneys, artists
and students.
Robert Hensley, president of the Life Insurance
Company of Kentucky and co-chairman of the Kentucky
Partners of the Alliance, of Louisville, will come to appear on the International Relations program and to introduce Mr. Marcus.

Ray Alford Jailed After Fatal Shooting
Of Everett Knupp In South Fulton
An argument over alleged wages due for two days
work between a former employee and his employer resulted in the fatal shooting of the owner of a machine
polishing firm in South Fulton Wednesday afternoon.
Dead on arrival at Fulton Hospital was Everett
("Carl") Knupp, 50, former Chicagoan who recently
moved to South Fulton. Knupp was shot twice at close
range with a .22 4-barrel pistol.
Thomas Ray Alford, 28, has been lodged in the 0bion County jail at Union City, charged with murder.
His address is given as Dukedom Route 2.
South Fulton police stated that Alford was intoxicated when arrested at the scene following the shooting.
According to witnesses at the
scene, who were employees of the
firm, Alford came to the plant
around 2: p. m. Wednesday afternoon, accosted Kntrpp and demanded his wages for the two days he
previously worked there.
had
Knupp, who was busy working with
a crew of men on the polishing machines, noting that Alford was apparently intoxicated, moved outside
the building, told Alford that he
had already paid him in full, and

told him to leave the premises.
When Alford persisted, Knupp
warned him to stay out of the building or he would have to throw him
out.

his pocket and flied twice at about
10-foot range at Knupp, hitting him
just below the heart, and in the
head. Knupp was rushed to the Fulton Hospital, but was dead on arrival.
Knupp opened a machine polishing firm on Broadway Street in
South Fulton during the summer,
and presently employed about 15
men polishing castings for a foundry in Racine, Wisconsin and other
firms in the Chicago area. The
castings are trucked from the Racine foundry, buffed and polished
here, and returned for assembly.
Knupp, a resident of Chicago, moved his wife and small daughter
here later in the summer, and his
daughter is attending school at
South .Fulton. He also has a sister
living here, and brother-in law who
has been associated with him at the
plant, which is located next to Melrose Chemical in South Fulton.

Knupp then went back inside ;he
building, and when Alford followed
him inside, Knupp picked up an
No other information regarding
object—witnesses described it as a
stick—and hit Alford on the head, survivors or arrangements was
inflicting a head laceration. Alford available as this paper went to
then drew a 4-barrel .22 pistol from press Wednesday.

In the political field those who
have accepted invitations are:
Governor Edward T. Breathitt of
Kentucky; Congressman Robert A.
Everett, representing the Sixtheenth
District of Tennessee; Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield and
Mrs. Stubblefield, representing the
First District of Kentucky; Kentucky
Highway
Commissioner
Mitchell Tinder and Mrs. Tinder;
Henry Ward, Democratic gubernatorial candidate for Governor of
Kentucky, and Louie Nunn, Republican gubernatorial candidate for
Governor of Kentucky, and most of
the candidates seeking state office
from both parties.
In the field of public affairs acceptances have come from Mark
Davis, President, Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, Louisville;
George N. Collins, Manager, and
Arthur Kober, assistant, Ernst &
Ernst, Consulting Engineers, Washington, D. C., and William T. Colloredo, Colleredo and Associates,
Consultant Engineers, of Memphis.
In the field of industry acceptances have come from Katherine
Peden, Kentucky Commissioner of
Commerce and her deputy commissioner, Leonard T. Kernan, of
Frankfort; James A. Alexander,
Director, Division for Industrial
Development, Nashville; Alf BarnRepresentative,
ette, Industrial
Tennessee Division for Industrial
Development, Jackson; T. K. Irwin,
(Continued on Page Eight)

WTJS and remained with the sta
tion until 1962, at which time ht
joined the staff of WPSD-TV in Pa
ducah, being elevated to News Director in 1965.
Mr. Butler is 29 years of age and
married to the former Phyllis
Butts. They have two children,
Tommy, age 6, and Amy Leigh, age
2.
At the present time he is parttime choir director at the East
Baptist Church in Paducah.
Mr. Williams was born in Union
City, Tennessee, and has had eight
years experience in the field of
broadcasting, five of which have
been spent in television. His career
began in Union City at station
WTTJC, which is no longer in existence. He was then employed by
WENK in Union City as an announcer and sportscaster.
In 1960 Mr. Williams went to
work at WDXI-TV in Jackson, Tennessee, as host to a Dance Party
program, as well as sports director
and news announcer. In 1964 hn
joined the staff of WPSD-TV in P:
ducah as a news announcer ai
was elevated to Account Executiv
in 1965, continuing his duties as a
announcer on the 6:00 PM news.
The past few years he has served
as judge for the Miss Kentucky
Pageant, Miss Magnolia Ball in
Cairo, Illinois, Miss WKYX, the
Catfish Derby Pageant, Obion County Hullabaloo Contest, and various
(Continued On Page Eight)

Club Awards
To Be Given
Sunday Nile
The annual Awards Dinner will be
held Sunday night, September 17,
at 7 p. m. at the Fulton Country
Club.
Trophies will be presented to Jasper Vowell and Nancy Bushart, the
1967 club champions, and to runners-up PeeWee Nanney and Betty
Vowell. Trophies will also be awarded to the winners and runners-up
in the other flights.
A catered dinner will be served
by the House of Grace of Paducah.
No tickets will be sold at the door,
and you must have your reservations in by Friday, September 15.
Tickets are $3.00 plus tax.
For reservations call Mrs. Felix
Gossum, Jr. (472-2454) or sign up at
the clubhouse.

There's Lot Of Heart And Happiness In Volunteer Nurse Program
by Mary Louise Gossum
A Red Cross Volunteer heard the
sound of crying coming from a
room of a local hospital. When the
Volunteer entered the room, she
found that the patient was a lonely
and frightened elderly man facing
amputation.
To try to help in some small way,
she sat down and started a conversation. After a time, the patient
began asking questions about the
Volunteers, such as how often they
worked, who bought their uniforms,
etc. He was amazed to find that the
uniforms were purchased individually by the Red Cross Volunteers themselves..)
With tears in his eyes he said, "I
thought everyone in the world today expected to be paid for their
services, yet you come down here
for no pay and furnish your own
uniforms besides."

A mother and daughter, wreck
victims from out of town, were
brought into a Fulton hospital.
When it was discovered that the
mother would have to be sent on to
another hospital, she asked one of
the Red Cross Volunteers if she
would tell the other Volunteers,
many of them mothers and grandmothers themselves, to be sure and
look after her daughter. With her
mind more at ease, she was able
to leave knowing that the Volunteers would help her daughter in
any way they could.
Who are the Red Cross Volunteers and what do they do?
These are ladies of the community, perhaps your next door neighbor, who volunteer their time and
services. They are ladies willing to
take the time from their busy lives
to go into the local hospitals and
nursing homes to do the many lit-

tle extra things which cannot possibly be done by the busy hospital
and nursing home staffs, yet are so
appreciated by the patients, many
of whom may be in the hospital for
weeks or, in the case of the nursing
homes, for the remainder of their
lives.
Today the Red Cross Volunteers,
an affiliate of the American Red
Cross, is a too little recognized organization in our community. While
it is making a tremendous contribution, it is receiving very little
credit in proportion to the amount
of time and effort that has gone
into the work.
The idea for the Fulton unit
originated some eight months ago.
Recognizing the urgent need for a
unit of the Red Cross Volunteers in
Fulton, Billie Bushart, wife of Dr.

(Continued On Papa Eight)
Photo On Page Eight

RUTH JONES stops by to offer any needed
Harry Hancock on her hospital rounds.

help

and assistance to Mrs.
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Open Your Homes For Our Festival Visitors,
Just As You Have Opened Your Hearts Also
The International Banana Festival
has now reached the distinction of being one, if not the, most significant
and important community event in two
hemispheres.
It did not come about by happenstance.
It came about because all of us
worked harder, gave more, and strived
for higher goals than any of us believed
possible.
This dedication has expanded to
such proportions that now people from
everywhere are wanting to come and
observe this Festival and to enjoy it
and to share with us the pride we feel
in the achievements we have attained.
In order to cope with this increasing interest in a program that we have
staged almost single-handedly, we find
ourselves in a position of having to
work even harder, give even more, and
as a result make greater strides than
we have before.

ers, artists and scholars. Were it possible we would house them in motels,
but these accomodations have long
since been exhausted.
Our Amigos will be here only for
ten days. Our grantees for only two or
three.
Surely, if we have done the impossible to make our Banana Festival
an international event, we can endure
the slight inconvenience, if it is an inconvenience, of having a visitor in our
homes for so short a time, but for so
long an impression of our good intentions to create goodwill and friendship
with our friends across the border.

Today we call on you to make
greater sacrifices to make the
Fifth Annual International Banana Festival "the finest."
We need your volunteer help,
but most of all we must call upon
you to open your homes, for you
have already opened your hearts,
to the more than 100 distinguished
governmental a n d diplomatic
guests who will be coming here to
visit with us during the week of
September 27 through the 30.

In the twenty years that we have
li-Ved in these fine twin cities, we have
never witnessed an occasion when our
community failed to meet the challenge put before us.
We are confident that it will not
fail now.
Won't you please call Mrs. Ward
Bushart at phone 472-2975 and tell her
that you will welcome a stranger into
your home in the same manner that
you have welcomed other strangers in
the past.
Please do not make it necessary
for us to call upon our neighboring
cities to fulfill this responsibility for
us. Willing though these cities are to
assist in any way, we know that you
want our visitors to see these United
States the twin-city way.

We need homes for our grantees:
educators lawyers, newspaper publish-

Which is a mighty fine way, the
best we've ever known.

Unselfish Personal Dedication Is The
Key To Worthwhile Community Effort
It won't be long now—just a little
more than a week—until the first
events of the 1967 International Baaana Festival get underway. If you
have never been on the "inside" of this
undertaking, planning, pulling strings
and wires, organizing, counting dollars
down to pennies and spending hours
and hours and hours of your time—for.
free—fitting all the pieces together,
you can have no idea of the size that
this thing has grown to become.

And that, dear reader, is the underlying motivation that brings pride
and satisfaction to so many who put in
so many hours of hard work on our
Festival every year. Pride in their
home communities who are continuing
to develop a worthwhile idea and thereby achieving a unique and distinctive
recognition.

And . . . if someday we should get
enough help to build the projected
million-dollar Latin-American FriendFor a little community like this, ship Center, now in the planning stages
it is a big bite to chew, but in terms of at the edge of town, it will be only begoodwill for the community , . . in cause there have been enough dedicatterms of good advertising for the com- ed local citizens building a good Intermunity .. in terms of lasting recogni- national image to make it so. There is
tion ... it is an achievement almost plenty of private and public financing
without a possible equal.
floating around the country, looking
It's an old adage that "you get out for good, sound, worthwhile ideas to
df something just what you put into it", spend it on, and if our Festival conand it is indeed a good, heartwarming tinues to ascend as it has these four
sight to see hundreds of local people short years, we can anticipate rewards
imagination.
unselfishly involved in the annual Fes- beyond
tival events, knowing that their per-s
The 1967 Festival is at hand. Let's
sonal business will suffer, they won't all put our shoulder to the wheel and
make a dime out of the thing, yet they push it to success!
are doing something for their hometowns that will build a good image for
"Water, Water. Etc.. ."
them around the world. There are perhaps three thousand towns around the
According to the "OG&E Meter",
U. S. that can easily beat us in raising published by the Oklahoma Gas &
money, when money is the measure of Electric Company, "In the United
success . . . but there isn't a single one States, there are about 515 billion galof them that is in the unique position lons of usable water available each day.
that the Twin Cities are to capitalize Yet, by 1980, it is estimated that the
on this Festival idea and build it to the demand for water will exceed the presrecognition that it has achieved.
ent total supply. To help solve this problem before a crisis develops, the electrical industry is conducting extensive
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041 research on effective ways to convert
salt water to fresh water. Some comVoted one of Kentucky's "But All Around"
panies have already installed purifying
Weekly Papers.
plants . ."
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041

Know Thy Neighbor

Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded in 1880.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of ad.
dross. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.

What do Americans think of when
Canada is mentioned? Mounties in red
coats who always get their man? Vast
areas of wilderness and timberland?
The locale of Expo 67 and other places
to visit? If the limit of our concern
about Canada is such thoughts as these,
our knowledge of our neighbor to the
North is typical but hardly forgiveable.

Subscription Rates: $3.011 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.
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The Parson
Speaks

Doubts and fears are always haunting;
Alien voices shout their taunting:

TEXT: LUKE 12:19. "Soul, thou
bast much goods laid up for many
years; take thine ease, eat, drink
and be merry."

"In this world of hate and hunger, where is God?"

He miscalculated as to what constitutes true life. Notice the occasion for the story. (Read verses
12:15). Now when the commonplace
truth that a man's life does not con.
sist in the abundance of the things
he posseses becomes fully appreci
ated, it will go a long way to help
him get the most and the best out
of living. He will not then stake his
life, his eternal destiny, on riches
toward this world only. He will also
seek to become "rich toward God."

But another voice comes pealing,
Wisdom deeper far revealing,
"You will find him, if you follow paths I've trod."
It's the way of life we travel
That earth's mysteries can unravel,
And can point us to a faith we can believe.
There's enough of evil in us
So that no good thought can win us
When it's only hate and hunger we perceive.
But it's quite another story
When we recognize the glory
That the law of love holds forth with hope sublime;
Peace, and all good things resplendent,
Joy and happiness transcendent.
When we live by love, faith's hills we then can climb.
— Kelly O'Neal!

Il_Euma7 C©
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By Brands Rowlett
There are several books on the
American Lending Library section
of shelves that haven't been there
very long and perhaps these would
be.of interest to several people in
this area.
NO PLACE TO DIE, the agony of
Viet Nam by Hugh A. Mulligan.
Here, finally, is 'THE book on Viet
Nam. Written by the AP writer
whom the battle correspondents
themselves call the Ernie Pyle of
Viet Nam, this book evokes what
it is really like to live, fight and die
in this, the most confusing war that
America has ever fought.
It is all here: from the courage
and agony of our own soldiers who
must ignore dust, leeches, withering humidity, enemy ambushes and
the discordant voices back home, to
the Viet Cong lieutenant who describes his own terror in the jungles; from the Phu Thu race track
in Saigon, considered the most
honest in the world because all the
horses are presumed to be doped,

to the mountain village where the
Green Berets share their lonely
vigil with J. D., a beer-drinking
monkey who becomes terrified by
the sound of exploding guns.
But above all, NO PLACE TO
DIE is the story of America's
G. l's. You will join Hugh Mulligan
as he flies into battle with the
whirlybirds and the screaming
Phantom jets, lives aboard the
world's largest aircraft.carrier and
marches on patrol through the fetid
swamps and steaming jungles. Finally, you will return to the comforts
of a camp where the American
soldier relaxes and watches TV in
an air-conditioned, fluorescent-lit
outhouse.
DARK INTERVAL by Joan Aiken. Coincidence couldn't explain the
three accidental deaths. It had to
be something more, something sinister. One old lady had fallen off the
harbor wall in a thunderstorm and
broken her neck; the others died in
hit-and-run accidents. Two of the

victims were from the same household in the tiny English village—
Woodhoe House, an ancient manor
infused with a miasma of despair
and the smell of moulting dogs,
dry-rot, stagnant flower mater, decayed leather upholstery and motheaten antlered heads on the wall.
And now beautiful, young Carolin.2
Conroy faced the enemy, a smiling
stranger who was calmly and ruthlessly planning, her destruction.
Waiting for her. ,he was on edge
with expection. He had never before really planned a murder; it
was not his way to work things out
beforehand. Only. sheer necessity
was making him do it now. DARK
INTERVAL has all the trappings
of a modern gothic novel. It is wonderfully constructed, with many
special effects, twists and unexpected turns to the plot, and has
splendid characterization.
TH E M OON FLOW E R COUPLE
by John Fairchild. In the fashionable, "in" world of the very rich,
which John Fairchild knows intimately well, Michael and Fiona
Chase were rated as a Fabulous
Young Couple. Fiona's father was a
publishing tycoon; her mother was
the impeccable reigning queen of
New York Society. Fiona herself
had been to the right schools, wore

Here are a young bride and groom
just starting out in home life
Father and mother, sister and bro(her, friends and aquaintances have
been left behind. The door of their
own newly-formed home has been
closed behind them, and they find
themselves amid their own furniture, their own pictures on the
walls, their own comforts. They
look about them with happiness and
satisfaction, such as they have
never had before. They are supremely happy and well may they
be. They are to be most heartily
congratulated. And yet, can you not
conceive a miscalculation in their
expectations that these things mill
make them have ease and continu
ed happiness in their home?
Pause a moment to run over in
iContinued on Page Seven)
the right clothes, and, not surpri,
ingly, expected nothing less than
the best from life.
Aptly enough, it was in romantic
Paris that she and Michael found
each other. Ile was handsome, a
Yale LIN' School graduate. impressively worldly, and fired by politi
cal ambitions which pronnsed
something special for their future.
It was, in short, a perfect match.
and atter their perfect wedding and
a not quite-perfect but deluxe
honeymoon in the Caribbean. they
proceeded to fulfill their expected
roles. Michael, through the good
connections of his Uncle John, went
to work in a senagi's office
Fiano lunched at the elegant
restaurants, was photographed by
the fashion magazines, entertained
superbly. Together they appeared
to have everything anyone could
want—beauty, money, social posi(ion, power, even love. But behind
the polished facade there emerged
flaws—the pressures of disillusion
and discontent, of weakness and
willfulness — that no amount of
Guertain soap or Taittinger Brut
could dispel. The moonflower
blooms only briefly at night, and the
story of Michael and Fiona and
their guilded. supposedly secure
world has a bitter-sweet impact.

James. On their return from their wedding trip, the
bride and groom will be at home at 508 Walnut Street.

Tuning Back The Clock
September 19, 1947

Mrs. Leslie Weaks was hostess to her bridge club
Thursday afternoon at her home on Second Street. The
club members enjoyed a luncheon at the Coffee Shop
preceding the games. Mrs. Glynn Bushart was high scorer for the afternoon and Mrs. Bill Browning received
low score prize.

The News office has moved into a building around
the corner from the old plant on Fourth Street. The new
Little Bobby Hyland was honored on his sixth
office is on Lake Street extended, near the viaduct.
birthday with a party Tuesday afternoon by his mother,
Mrs. R. E. Hyland, at their home on Second Street.
"It's over, over there" and it's over, over here too. Games and contests
were enjoyed and ice cream and
Just take a stroll down Lake Street and you will see a cake were served.
Thirty-two guests attended.
handsome welcome sign from the Young Men's Business
Club in the place of the familiar board that proudly listElected presidents of their classes in Fulton and
ed the names of the men and women who served in the South Fulton High
School are: Fulton - Seniors, Joe
armed forces during World War II. Not replaced, how- Davis; Juniors, Walter
Mischke; Sophomores, Ted Goodever, are the names of those boys whose memory shall win; Freshmen,
Wendell Norman, South Fulton - Senbe ever enshrined in glory for the sacrifice they made in iors: Raymond Wilson;
Juniors, Curtis Cates; Sophodefending their country.
mores, Clifford Napier; Freshmen, Tommy Strange.
The First Methodist Church was the scene last Friday of the early fall wedding of Miss Martha Jean
Brown, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brown of
Fulton, to Howard Armbruster, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lara
Armbruster of Fulton. The Rev. J. B. Underwood, Methodist minister of Union City, performed the double ring
ceremony. Miss Virginia Howard attended the bride as
maid of honor and was her only attendant. The bridegroom was attended by his brother, James Armbruster.
Earl Willey and John Roland Harrison were ushers.

The News
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THE MAN WHO
MISCALCULATED
LUKE 12: 1341

THE LOVING FAITH
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Route Three: It is quite cool here this Monday. Tobacco cutting and housing will be finished by the end of
the week. The wind and hail ruined several crops in old
Bethel vicinity last Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Heck Bennett are making plans for
moving to their new home near Mt. Moriah soon. Cutting and cleaning the premises.
Latham: Billy Rea has returned from Illinois to Latham and is making his home with Mrs. Lula Jones.
Let's not forget our school fair on October 10th.

All in green and white and aglow with softly gleaming tapers, the Cumberland Presbyterian Church was
Austin Springs-: Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Donoho have
the scene of a beautiful wedding Monday morning when purchased the Walter
Pettit farm and Mrs. Pettit has
Stella Marie Lawrence, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Luth- moved to the home of
her daughter, Mrs. T. Bynum,
er Lawrence of Water Valley, became the bride of Paul who'lives in Kentucky.
Stuart Gholson,son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gholson of FulHerbert Roberts has plans under way to remodel
ton. Rev. J. T. Drace performed the double ring cere- 1 his nice farm home.
mony. Martha Gholson, sister of the bridegroom, was'
maid of honor and little Cheryl Alexander was ring
Pilot Oak: About 75 gathered at the home of Edd
bearer. Edgar Drysdale attended the groom as best man Lamb Sunday afternoon for
a community singing. They
and ushers were Robert Rucker of Nashville and L. C. all enjoyed it very much.
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• CAYCE NEWS
By haw Clarice Bondurant

The News Reports...

SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things
By Mary Louisa Gossum
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For years I've been telling my
husband how all this work—keeping house, cooking, taking care of
the yard, chauffeuring children all
over town, plus the million other
things a mother has to do is going to kill me before my time—
that I'm going to die young. I've
told him how he's going to regret it
when he has to pay somebody to
replace me, and finds out what an
astronomical salary he's going to
have to fork over. I told him that
only then would he really discover
my true worth. Well, after constant
brain washing for, lo, these many
years. I almost had him convinced
that he should help me around the
house.

John Reed, who will be a freshMrs. D. K. Galtney of Corinth,
:Ian this year, left today for Duke
Miss., has returned to her home
liversity.
after a visit to Mrs. W. R. Cate,
Third Street.
The Twin City Sing Out group
was invited to appear on the proMrs. Sherrill Pirtle of Jerseyville,
gram at the annual Methodist Ill.,
will arrive Thursday to visit
Youth Conference in Jackson, Tenn.
her sisters, Mrs. W. F. Clark and
Saturday. This group, under the diMrs. B. E. Rout.
rection of Montelle Tripp, has been
greatly in demand since their
Miss Gertrude .7.1tirphey entertainorganization early this summer.
ed with a luncheon at the Derby
Thursday
in honor of Mrs. B. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hagan left
Friday for a short visit in North Rout, the former Esther Thompson,
Carolina. The Ilagans have a cot- who, with her husband, has returned from Columbus, Ohio, to make
tage in the mountains there.
her home in Fulton.
Best wishes to Mrs. Mary Barker
After the luncheon the guests
who celebrated her 98th birthday on were invited to the Murphey home
September 7.
where light refreshments were served, and the afternoon was spent
Mike Campbell left Saturday for reminiscing.
Centre College where he will enroll
Invited guests were the honoree,
as a freshman. He was accompanied by his mother Mrs. Presley Mrs. Helen McGee, Mrs. Eunie
Campbell and Mrs. Robert Holland. Massey, Mrs. Roy Pickering, and
Mrs. Josephine Merryman. Mrs.
Leaving Tuesday for Vanderbilt Lucille DeMyer of Cayce was unUniversity were Steve Green of able to attend.

In St. Louis...

THEY'LL BE COMING BACK AGAIN - Indeed, it won't be tong before the twin cities will be alive once more with eager citizens from the banana-producing countries of Central and South America to participate in the Fifth Annual Inteinational Banana Festival. Mrs. Florence Belles.
tiros, international coordinator for the Festival's program wrote last week that about 35 students, many of them extremely talented, will be
arriving for a visit in Fulton homes about September 19,

Morehead Printer Finds Something
To Do With Lowly Carrots, Onions Happy Birthday
What can one do with an ordinary
onion and a carrot, except eat
them?
William Hough, a Morehead printer, pondered that question for several weeks as he looked at two
paintings, one of a carrot and one
of an onion, done by Mrs. Aria
Alexander, a Grayson housewife.
Besides being good paintings,
Hough thought, they should have
greater possibilities. There began
a success story which has State
Area Development officials pleasantly surprised. '
According to Cliff Gordon, of the
Governor's Office of Area Development, this is what developed.
Hough, who owns a four-color
press, began experimenting with
reproductions of the paintings, and
successfully reproduced
finally
them on laminated wood.
He brought the finished product
to officials in the Area Development
Office who.( along with representatives from the State Department of
Commerce) directed him to marketing consultants and distributors of
such crafts in New York.
Given the go-ahead, Hough reproduced the paintings on plaques
for kitchens, using laminated wood
he obtained from a wood-use center
at Quicksand, Ky.
The plaques, which sell for 61.50
and $2, caught on.
The first national sales in June
totaled 600. In July sales climbed
to 2,500 and in August they were
5,600. Sales are expected to go 10,000 this month,
Also ready to go into production
are plaques for children's rooms.
They will be illustrations of nursery
songs.
A display of both types of plaques

Job Corps Recruiter
Makes Known Schedule

The News takes pleasure in wishWilliam K. Edelen, Job Corp: Reis on exhibit in the State Capitol
ing "Happy Birthday" to the folcruiter, will have the following
rotunda in cases f: fl; the front lowing friends:
schedule for the month of Septementrance. They join several other
September 15: Gadella Blackwell, ber:
Kentucky produced craft items
Doye
Harris,
Mrs.
I. M. Jones,
shown there.
Sept. 20 Clinton, Ky. 8:00 - 12:00
Sheila Lowry; September 16: TomBardwell, Ky. 1:30 - 4:00
The plaques are also being sold my Cannon, Jones Dickerson; SepSept. 21 - Wickliffe, Ky. 8:00-12:00
at four State parks: National Bridge tember 17: Mrs. W. W. Kitterman,
LaCenter, Ky. 1:30 - 4:00
near Slade; Kentucky Dam Village J. U. McKendree, M. M. Matlock,
at Gilbertsville; Jenny Wiley near Lorene Reeks, omie Sanders;
Sept. 22 - Fulton, Ky. 8:00 - 12:00
Hickman, Ky. 1:30 - 4:00
Prestonsburg and Pine Mountain
September 18: Jim Campbell,
at Pineville.
Sept. 23 -Clinton, Ky. 8:00 - 12:00
Mrs. D. L. Jones, Odell Travis;
The places for meeting will be in
Hough also plans, according to September 19, Mrs. Jewell 7IcClain;
Gordon, to build a shop to produce September 20: Jane Ferguson, Mrs. the Community Action offices in
his own laminated wood. This, Gor- Cecile Arnold, Lorene Harding, each town named with the exception
don estimates, will employ about Clyde Williams, Jr.; September 21: of LaCenter. The meeting place
eight people.
Rita Jones, Debra Laird.
there will be announced later.
BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE I I I

'6E0RE' OB TAMER
TRUCKS
CHEVROLET
';.t.
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Hail-ton Fleetside Pickup
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The .Fulton Jr. High football team
will play their first game Thursday,
September 14, at South Fulton.
Coach Cecil Maddox has an eager
bunch of seventh and eighth graders ready for the opening game.
The South Fulton Jr. High tea.m
has already won their first two
games.

Which reminds me of something
I heard the other day. I was asking
a teenager what position his younger brother played on the Jr. High
team. "Deodorant," was the answer. I thought the coaches had
That man (and I'm sure it was a
man) really used some shrewd come up with a new position until
the teenager explained that "dePsychology because what woman
doesn't want to stay youthful and odorant" was right guard.
live long? But I'm convinced that
If you need some information in
it's all part of a conspiracy to get
women to do extra work'so the men a hurry and the teliphcr.e isn't fast
can spend more time playing golf, enough, get in touch with Wick
fishing, and all those- unnecessary Smith. Recently when Banana Festhings that men think they have to tival officials needed some quick
information from South America
and couldn't get it by phone, Wick
This same character has advanc- volunteered his services. Wick
got
ed the theory that hours of mental on his ham radio and contacted a
activity are good for you for as he man in Pascagoula, Miss., who
pays, "eager interest is a prolonger radioed a bilingual friend
in Costa
of youth." Now I'll go along with Rica, and the Costa Rican friend
in
that 'cause mental gymnastics can turn radioed a man in Ecuador.
be performed while sitting in a Shortly thereafter the necessary incomfortable chair.
formation was at the Festival OfThe nut continues by saying that fice. How's that for communicanew studies which require mental tions?
discipline, such as learning a new
language, is splendid mental exSeems strange to see Jimmy
ercise.
Newton and Cynthia Campbell Burrow in the role of teacher instead
So if you hear me muttering to
of student, but both Jimmy and
myself in Kiswahili — that's the
Cynthia are doing their student
language of the Swahili—you'll
teaching in the Fulton City School
know Inc just trying to remain
system this fall. Jimmy is teaching
youthful and live long. Of course,
industrial arts in the high school,
if what the man says is true, I may
and Cynthia is -teaching third grade
stay half as youthful and live half
at Carr Elementary.
as long because I refuse to do any
more of that physical wtark than is
Sunday just about wrapped up
absolutely necessary.
the golf tournament at the Country
Club with Jasper Vovvell defeating
Four lovely young ladies at FulPeeWee Nanney for the club chamton High School have been selectpionship. Don Campbell defeated
ed by the football team as candiEd Benedict to win the second
dates for football queen. The canflight. and Kenneth Crews defeated
didates are Becky Smith, Betty
Gilbert DeMyer to become the third
Tucker. Tina Jolley, and Carolyn
flight champion. The finals in the
Allen.
first flight have not been played.

the end of
ops in old

o remodel

Marty Warren, son of Mrs. Martin H. Warren of South Fulton, has
been named principal of Anniston
Elementary School at Sikeston,
Missouri.

Then some smart 'alec came along
and ruined it all. Seems that this
wise guy has come up with the idea
that regular work is a promoter of
youthfulness and longevity.

enday. To-

noho have
Pettit has
T. Bynum,

South Fulton and Steve Jones of
Fulton. They will both be freshmen

Mr. and Mrs. Grady Turner, of
Fort Worth, Texas, visited with
their sister-in-law, Mrs. Ernest
Cornick of Crutchfield last week.
Mrs. Turner is a sister of the late
Ernest Cornick.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Roper have
moved from their home in Hickman to their home in Cayce. We
welcome them to Cayce.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Stayton burned on Saturday,
Septentber 2. They lost everything,
as there was no one at home when
the fire was discovered. We extend
sympathy to them and hope they
can soon rebuild. A shower was
given them Friday night at tha
Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Freeze spent
last weekend in St. Louis. They
were called there to attend the
funeral and burial of her brother,
Rob Burns.
Mrs. Bessie Allen and grandson,
Danny Piercy, spent Saturday with
his grandfather, Mr. Piercy, in Lexington, Tenn.
Maurice Carr Bondurant left this
week to attend the graduation of his
fiancee, Miss Anite De Pasquale in
Boston, Mass., from a nursing
school. They will be married September 16 in Metuchin, New Jersey,
after which they will return to
Nashville, where she will be employed in Vanderbilt Hospital and
he will be in school.
Mesdames Clara Cam—Elbert
Austin, Lurline Cruce, Irby Hammonds, Virginia Jones, Clem Atwill, J. F. Workman, Rob Adams,
Ray Adams, Emma Brown, A. L.
Cox, Edna Atwill, Frank Henry,
Murrell Williams and Misses Eva
Johnson, Clarice Bondurant and
Nannie Menees attended the birthday party of Mrs. Clyde Linder
Tuesday. She received many nice
gifts and a nice dinner was served
to everyone.
L. D. Alexander is a patient in
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
He is improving, following surgery.
We wish him a speedy recovery.
Hugh Cruce, of Union City, visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cruce and
Mrs. Mary Cruce Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Sargent held
open house in their new home Sunday afternoon. It is located near
Cayce. A nice crowd enjoyed seeing
their home and wished much happiness in it.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon McClellan
visited Mrs. Frankie McClellan
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hutchins
and family, of Fulton, were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dood
Campbell.
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il Rag

Adjacent to
Municipal Airport
on Interstate 70

Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres ... adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honeyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a complimentary brunch for two...and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.
a
ie CALL 314-426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, or for ad.
Vance, private reservations. Hilton Inn, P.
Box 6127 lambert Held Branch, St. tools.

Mrs. Thomas Ogden Bigger of
Tullahoma, Tennessee neice to
Mrs. Mace L. McDade of Fulton,
has just returned from Memphis,
Tennessee where she attended a
seminar conducted by the Tennessee Genealogical Society in cooperation with Memphis State University.
The Seminar was designed to upgrade the quality of genealogical
research being done by setting
guide lines for research methods,
genealogical analysis and disposition of material (i. e., publication
or placement in a genealogical depository.)
Mrs. Bigger is working on many
families in the Fulton area: Ridgway, Roberts, Greene, Jones,
Meacham, Paschall, Brady, McDade, Whitesell, Flournoy, Ladd
and Kirk.
Fair Sets Record
Attendance at the 1967 Kentucky
Fair set a new attendance record.
The 10-day exhibition drew 521,637
persons—seven per cent more than
last year.

Look Mai/you get you can't get nhere else!
Road-balanced ride Mtn rugged

coo springs all around!
Coil springs at all tour wheels
plus Independent Front Suspension on /
1
2- and 3/4-ton Chevy
pickups deliver the extra smooth ride that comes only in
a '68 Chevy pickup! • ChevyVans cushion cargos with front
and rear tapered leaf springs.
• Big Chevies have rugged
variable rate leaf springs.

Truck-tough cab and body with
double-Strong construction!

Extra woreomnr v•ittt
ion-tailored engines!

ztvene with a amuse mat
sets the oace!

Chevy trucks have two cabs:
one outside and one inside.
Double-wall construction does
it! Double strong! Fleetside pickup bodies have full double•wall
sides and tailgate. From pickups and Chevy-Vans to big
chassis cab models—Chevrolet
trucks are all double strong
where they should be!

Check Chevy for '68. You won't
find a broader range of power
in any popular pickup! There's
a brand-new 200-hp 307 V8
that's standard in V8 models,•
In Chevy-Vans you get Six economy or new V8 go. On your biggest Jobs, save with gasoline or
2- and 4-cycle diesel models.

Take a good look at Chevy's
style! Low silhouette of the pickups helps provide stability, cuts
wind resistance. Big windows
give unsurpassed visibility.
Regina Wein network.
There are more Chevrolet
dealers to keep your truck working and earning! See the '68
Job Tamers today!

ONLY CHEVROLET GIVES YOU ALL THESE TRUCK FEATURES FOR '68
See the '68 Job Tamer trucks at your Chevrolet dealer's!
16-3087

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
KY.307, JUST OFF BY-PASS

PHONE 472-2486
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UT-Martin Expects 1400 Freshman
When School Starts Next Monday

More than 1,400 freshmen will be
on campus at The University of
Tennessee at Martin Monday morning, September 18, to receive orientation and registration instructions
for fall quarter enrollment.
Registration for all students will
be conducted Wednesday and Thursday, September 20 and 21. Classes
will begin Friday, September 22.
Late registrants will have until
$130 Patrons
Jack and Jill Shop, Kasnow's,
Ken-Tenn Construction Company, Noffel's, Coffee Shop, Fulton In- Thursday, September 28, to comsurance Company, Dorothy Wil- plete their enrollment.
McDade Construction Company.
liams, Sherwin-Williams Company,
Rice Insurance Agency, Gertrude
$100 Patrons
Murphey, Mrs. Paul Wright, Mrs,
Henry I. Siegel Company, May- Morgan Omar, Mrs. R. C. Joyner,
field Merit Clothing Company.
Lake Street Liquor Store, Rebel
Busbart Clinic, Fulton Hospital, Store, Derby Restaurant, K. HornFulton Bank, City National Bank, ra's, Mrs. Bob White, Mrs. Lillian
Browder Milling Company, Charles Blagg, Ruth Elaylock, Mrs. Lois
Fields.
Haws, Mrs. Rob Fowlkes, Mrs. Ann
Whitnel, Reed Brothers, Fulton
Roofing Company, Green's Garage,
South Fulton Cleaners Colonial
_Bread, Sears Roebuck, P. N.
Hirsch and Company, Gordon Shell
Station, Southern States Co-op, Joe
$80 Patrons
Evans Drug Company, Graham Campbell, Mrs. Robert Gress, Dudley Morris, James White, Phillip
Furniture Company.
Andrews, Mrs. Earl Taylor, H. H.
Bugg Grocery, Bennett Electric
Company, Ralph Wade, Jewell Mc$50 Patrons
ClaM, Willette Kearney, Mary Moss
Fulton County Oil Company.
Hales, Mrs. C'yde Williams, Sr.,
Baldridge's, City Drug Company,
Mrs. E. E. Pit' an, Mrs. Howt-d
The Keg, K. P. Dalton, FerryMorse Seed Company, Fulton Coun- Adams.
$300 Patrons
Louise Galloway, Ruth Scott, Ruth
Southern Bell Telephone Com- Johnson, Phil Pal
, Mrs. Mary
pany.
Butler, Mrs. Laverne Cloys, Katherine Williamson, Mrs. T. E. Wil$150 Patrons
liamson, Mrs. George Moore, Wilson
The Great A&P Tea Company.
Motors, G & N Rootbeer,
Pure :Vint Company.
Vick's General Merchandise, Mrs.
W. S. Atkins.

ty News, Southside Drug Company,
Drive-In Liquors, P. H. Weaks'
Sons.
E. W. James and Sons Supermarket.

Total enrollment for the fall quarter is expected to be around 3,100
students, Henry C. Allison, dean
of admissions has predicted. This
figure will represent an approximate 12 percent increase over the
1966 fall enrollment.
Kentucky Soldiers
Kentucky supplied more than 75,000 soldiers to the nation during
World War I.

First PTA Mowting

Industrial Arts Course Added To
Class Schedule At Murray State

The first meeting of the school
year will be held by the Fulton
County High School PTA at 7:45
p. m. Thursday, September 14, in
the school library. All members, as
An additional industrial arts
well as all parents of freshmen
and other students who are not yet course has been added to the schemembers, are urged to be present. dule classes for the fall semester
at Murray State University, Dr. H.
L. Oakley has announced.
Dr. Oakley, dean of the School of
FAIR SHAPING t.'?
Applied Science and Technology,
The Illth Mid-South Fair, less said the course is Industrial Arts
than two weeks away from its Sep- 110, Basic Electrticity. It is being
tember 22 opening, is rapidly shap- offered primarily for area indusing up to be one of the greatest if trial employees who can benefit
not the greatest in the history of from such training, the dean said.
the Southeast's biggest Expositions.
The course may be counted for

three house of credit toward a college degree, but a prospective student does not have to be eligible for
regular admission to MSU to sign
up for the class.
Students will register for the
course from 8 a. m. to noon on Saturday, Sept. 16, in the MSU applied science building. The class
will meet from 6-10 p. m. each
Thursday night, beginning Sept. 21.
Additional information may be
obtained from Dr. Oakley.

Mrs. Willie
ken died Mond
Fuller-Gilliam
Funeral ser
August 12 in th
Church, with
officiating. B
Jackson Fune
Arree Cemeter

Gardner's Studio, Andrews Jewelry Company, The Smokehouse,
Ray's Sandwich Shop, Sam's Sales,
Katherine Willingham, Mi 1ton
Counce, Ray Williams.

Mrs. Nephke
Route 2, Duk
of the New Sa

$40 Patrons
Fall & Fall Insurance Agency.
H,ornbeak Funeral Home, M. Livingston and Company, Park TerAnyone wishing to rent space for
race Motel, Varden Ford Sales.
a concession during the Banana
Festival is asked to contact Bill
Scott.
$30 Patrons
Joy Lynn Flower Shop, Mr. and
The concession, as well as the
Mrs. Abe Thompson, Jones Coal & cabanas, will be located on the
east
Concrete Company.
side of Lake Street next to the railJerry Atkins, Reeks Cigarettes, road.
Mr. and '.'1rs. I. M. Jones, CocaCola Bottling Company, Hillview
The fee for space rental is $25.00.
Hospital, Kingsway Motel.
0. K. Parisian Laundry.

- Space For Rent

$20 Patrons
Swift & Company, Whitnel Funeral Home, G&H Discount Furniture Company, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Fry,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holland, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Pirtle.
Fulton Hardware, Wade Furniture Company, Mrs. Wilburn Hol—
loway, Bay Family Shoe Store,
Ben Franklin Store, Western Auto,
Lawson Roper, Helen King, Leader
Sporting Goods, Elmer MeNatt,
Roy D. Taylor, WFUL, Clarice
Shop, Roper Television, Richard
Cardwell, James Warren, A. Huddleston, Frank Moore, Jr., Mrs.
Gilson Latta, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Gregory, Happy Hogan, Charles R.
Bennett, Dr. Ittibert Peterson, Paul
Hornbeak, Harvey Pewitt, Albert
Johnston Company, Mr. and Mrs.
Seldon Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
A. Martin, Jones Construction Company, Ralph Puckett DX Station,
Melrose Chemical, Speight Taxi,
Puckett's Service Station, Travelers
Inn Motel, William Ward -.!vestock,
DeMyer's Mark t.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Halterm,I,
Charles Burrow, Dr. and Mrs. Robert Rudolph, Teddy Barclay, Patterson Nursery, A. C. Butts and
Sons, James Menees, Earl Lohaus,
Mrs. C. W. Femiziek, Rodney A.
Miller, Dukes Aeo Parts, Kentucky
Hardware Company, International
Harvester, Dr. Philip Barker, Weud
TV, Mr. and Mr-3. Elmer Murchison, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nanney, David
Pirtle.
E. J. McCollum, James Butts,
Harvey Caldwell, Dan-Cream Sandwich Shop, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hyland, Paul Boyd.
$10 Patrons
Interstate Oil Company, Fultoii
Wholesale Florists, Kentucky Derb
Motel, Mrs. Robert Thompson,
Burnette Tractor Company, Fred
Bondurant, Mrs. H. C. Sams, Sr.,
Dixon Antiques, Brundige Sausage
Company, Little Castle, Railroad
Salvage, The Loader Store, Anna
Belle Edwards, Katherine Hancock,
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More homes have beep
painted with famous VT
.House Paint that any other
brand In the world.

See our "HOSPITALITY
HUES- — Newest fashion
in house paint colors. Delicate pastels to deep, rich
tones to harmonize your
home with its natural surroundings.

TIME
PAYMENTS
Up to5 months to pay—no down
payment...no carrying charge
,..no service charge...no In)forest. Ask far complete Waft

OV
To prove 1
Tablets ca
— FR
Pharm-M
Halls

The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton ... up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
Full of "Fresh - Perked" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's "FRESH-PERKED" paper . . . live, newsy
and delivered into the mailbox each we ek, right an schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week by THE NEWS
209 Commercial, Fulton.
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Former Governor Combs, Now Judge,To
Teach About Politics At Pippa Passes
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Deaths
Mrs. Lillie Ray Bradley

Cliff Johnson
Funeral services for Cliff Johnson
were held yesterday, August 13, in
ilornbeak Funeral Home chapel,
with Rev. George Comes, minister
of the First Methodist Church, officiating. Burial was in Greenlee
Cemetery.
Mr. Johnson, 77, died on Septem•
her 11 in the Fulton Hospital.
He was born in Graves County,
the son of the late Alfred Moore
and Jemima C. Johnson. He was a
retired farmer, also a retired employee of the City of Fulton, and
was a member of the First Methodist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ora
l'ruitt Johnson of Fulton; one daughter, Mrs. Lucille Smith of Chicago; two brothers, Bob and Carl
Johnson, both of Fulton, and two
grandsons, Clifford Carol Wright of
Memphis and Billy Clifford Smith
of Chicago.

Funeral services for Mrs. Lillie
Ray Bradley will be held at 100
p. m. Friday, in the Water Valley
Baptist Church. Burial ,in charge
of Hornbeak Funeral Home, will be
in Pleasant Valley
Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Bradley, 87, died in the Fulton Hospital on Tuesday, August 12.
She was born in Obion County,
Tenn.. the daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. James Robey, and was
the wife of James M. Bradley, who
died in 1964.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Thelma Willey, Route I, Wingo, and Mrs. Alma Long of Jack!.on, Michigan, four grandchildren
and five great grandchildren.
Friends may call at Hornbeak
Funeral Home after one o'clock this
(Thursday) afternoon.

Mrs. Willie P. Nephken

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Eugene Shelton of Aurora,
Colorado on the birth of a sixpound, five-ounce son, Owen Eugene, born at 2:51 p. m., September 8, at Fitzsimons Hospital in
Denver, Colorado. Mrs. Shelton is
the former Claudette Owen of Water
Valley, Kentucky.

Hello Worldl

Mrs. Willie Pearl Bynum Nephken died Monday, August 11, in the
Fuller-Gilliam Hospital at Mayfield.
Funeral services were held on
August 12 in the New Salem Baptist
Church, with Rev. Russell Rogers
officiating. Burial, in charge of
Jackson Funeral Home, was in
Acree Cemetery.
Mrs. Nephken, a retired nurse of
Route 2, Dukedom, was a member
of the New Salem Baptist Church.

_

Sparks Cites
New Program
Of Schooling

MISS KENTUCKY WISHES—Makin a wish prior
to tossing a silver dollar into Kentucky's famous floral
clock pool on the Capitol grounds at Frankfort is Miss
Jo-Anne Clark, Jeffersontown, Miss Kentucky of 1961'.
Her donation brought the total collections since the
clock was placed into operation six years ago to approximately $10,000. Funds received from the clock
have been used to provide recreational equipment in
child-care institutions in the state. Miss Clark didn't
reveal her wish, but chances are it has something to
do with Sept. 9 in a place called Atlantic City.

Judge Combs Laid he and the
Alice Lloyd College has announc- "Perhaps this course will help ened that the Honorable Bert T. courage students to responsible po- guest lecturers are making theii
time available to Alice Lloyd as a
Combs will be associated with its litical leadership," he said.
faculty during the coming fall seAlmost 90 per cent of the College's public service, without honorarium.
A resident of Lexington, the judg,
mester as Visiting Lecturer on graduates return to the mountain
"The American Political Process." region to practice their professions will fly into the mountains for his•
Combs, judge of the U. S. 6th upon completion of their education weekly session. Air transportatior
Circuit Court of Appeals and former at senior colleges and professional is being arranged for Combs and
guest lecturers by Alice Lloyd Colgovernor of Kentucky, will focus schools outside Appalachia.
For some classes, Combs will lege trustee Finley Davis, of Lexhis special course on the American
political system in operation today, feature guest lecturers, including ington.
offering students insights into the Kentucky Governor Edward T. "It is indeed a privilege," Alice
political processes that influence Breathitt; John Chris Cornett, Ken- Lloyd President William S. Hayes
legislative and executive decisions. tucky circuit judge and Alice Lloyd said, "to have Gov. Combs present
columnist this course on public affairs.'
In 1964, Judge Combs taught a trustees; Joe Creason,
nal; Hayes said that the course was de
Courier-Jour
Louisville
the
for
of
University
the
at
similar course
federal district signed specifically for mountain'
Gordon,
F.
James
where
Amherst,
at
ts,
Massachuset
Senator Thruston men and women interested in ea
he was a "Distinguished Visiting judge; Kentucky
Morton; John Ed Pearce, editorial reers in public service. "It is an
Lecturer" in political affairs.
Courier-Journal; other element of the College's pro
Besides serving as governor from writer for the
Carl D. Per- gram of education for leadershir
1959 to 1963, Combs has been city U. S. Representative
president of and service." he said.
and commonwealth attorney and kins; Victor Sholis,
W. Wyatt, The course, which will be taught
judge of the Court of Appeals of WHAS-TV, and Wilson
Leuisville attorney and former each Thursday of the fall semester
Kentucky.
in Combs' ad- beginning September 19, is open tc
The judge, a native of Eastern lieutenant governor
second year students who have exKentucky and trustee of the moun- ministration,
Others who have been invited to pressed an interest in public sertain junior college, said he accepted
include vice.
the invitation to develop such a participate in the course
Miss Roberta Jo Hem, ALC as,
course because he was impressed Kentucky Senator John Sherman
sistant dean of students, will serve
with the Alice Lloyd student!-s com- Cooper and Judge John S. Palmore, as on-campus co-ordinator
mitment to service in Appalachia. of the Kentucky Court of Appeals.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
betsvisen Martin and Union City
Thurs., Fri., Set. Sept. 14, 15, 16
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk

White Lightning Road

Local ASC Committees To Be Named
In All Counties During September

And

Nashville Rebel

Surviving are one son, Bruce
Sunday, Monday, Sept. 17, 18
Bynum of Dukedom, and one
DOUBLE FEATURE
grandchild, Joyce Ann Colburn,
The approaching electionroTASC programs.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, State SuStarts At Dusk
Voting will be by mail, and bal.iko of Dukedom.
perintendent of Public Instruction, community committees for farm
John Cassavetes Beverly Adams
announced today a massive study of program administration are being lots are being sent to each known
Devils Angels
public education involving thous- held during the third week of Sep- eligible voter. In case eligible vottember in all agricultural commun- ers fail to receive a ballot through
AND
ands of Kentuckians.
Dr. Sparks declared September 18 ities throughout the Nation in order the mail, please contact your local
Shadow
Giant
A
Cast
a farm
through October 28, 1967 as "Demo- to increase the awareness of this ASCS office. Generally,
r is
cracy at Work for Education important farm program fu-ction owner, tenant, or sharecroppe
Tuesday, Wednesday, Sept. 19, 29
eligible to vote if he is eligible to
Month" in Kentucky. He said, "It is on eligible voters.
The following were patients; in
the
DOUBLE FEATURE
of
more
The farmer-cornnrittee system is take part in one or
our intention to obtain recommendaFulton hospitals on Wednesday,
ASC
Starts At Dusk
from citizen groups represent- a unique means of -administering programs administered by the
tions
september 13:
or
George Seagal, Sento Belser
ing every strata of Kentucky so- national agricultural programs and committees. Eligibility to vote
an
policies. The community commit- to hold office as a committeem
ciety.
Ouiller Memorandum
not restricted by reason of race,
is
commitASC
county
the
tees
assist
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
be
formAND
These study groups will
origin.
national
or
g -the price sup- color, creed,
Ecnneth Asbell, Mrs. Marvin ed in every consolidated sch al cen- tee in administerin
Envelopes containing marked balThe Seven
Of
Return
agriculdiversion,
acreage
port,
reprimary
Morris,
Their
state.
ter in the
Easley, Joan Asbell, Eddie
lots may be mailed or returned to
farm
and
other
,
conservation
tural
Combs
T.
Bert
e
Honorabl
study
intense
an
will
The
be
Harris,
sponsibility
Fulton; Mrs. Joe Thomas
programs in the county; they the ASCS County Office any time
Mrs Treva Williams, John Cruce, of certain recommendations made action
responsible for before September 22. Ballots will
particularly
are
Program
Foundation
KEA
by
Mrs.
the
l'aul Wade, South Fulton:
DID YOU KNOW???
informed be tabulated publicly by ,the county
neighbors
their
keeping
the
is
hoped
It
Mrs.
Committee.
Study
Hickman;
Verna Summers,
The county committee September 26, 1967 at
the
programs.
about
to
serve
will
this
study
farmers in this country
of
Jewell
results
Cotton
Dukedom;
Willie Work,
A. M. at the ASCS County
establish guidelines for initiating committee supervises the ASCS 8:00
are avid pest controllers. They
Watts. Clinton.
witto
invited
is
public
The
Office.
for
new programs of educational op- county office and is responsible
spent about $8.59 per acre trying
with the administration of the various ness the vote counting.
portunities commensurate
to get rid of them in 1964.
FULTON HOSPITAL
present day requirements."
Cost of insecticides and fungiMat heny, Mrs. Cynthia
Coy
cides was $5.70 per acre. HerbiWright, Butch Desjardin, W. P
cides took another $1.59; and a
Austin, Mrs. Lula Henderson, Mrs.
$1.31 went for defoliants, desiccants
Delma Houston, Miss Inez Binford,
and other chemicals. Altogether, Joe Martin, County Agent
Fulton; Mrs. Alva Morris, Mrs
pest control was nearly 5 per cent'
Union City, Tenn,
Clella Fields, Mrs. Verna Neely,
of total production expenses.
Mrs. Archlie Hornsby, South FulAn event expected to draw an atton; Mrs. Finis Sandling, Route 1,
JOE MARTIN
Fulton; Mr. Lula Mai Thorpe, tendance of more than 1.500 KenKettles To Cannon Balls
Roy Bard, Chairman Fulton ASC
Mrs. Hattie Anderson, Route 3, tucky and out-of-state physicians,
for the past few County Committee, released today
weather
like
Fall
Furnace, built in 1781
the
of
Owings
4,
Gfefin l'ewitt, Route
the 1967 Annual Meeting
days has caused crops to begin to that the Kentucky ASC State Corn- near Owingsville, Kentucky, was
Fulton; Mrs. Ina Lee, Route 2, Clin- Kentucky Medical Association, will
bolls
cotton
mature. Some of the
mittee had determined that farmers the first iron furnace west of the
ton; Mrs. Marcella Hancock. Floyd be held September 26, 27 and 28 in
have begun to try to open up and participating in the Feed Grain and Allegheny Mountains. Designed to
.towers, Route 1, Water Valley:
in
color
changed
many fields have
Cotton diversion programs may cast iron kettles, it was used to
As the state's most comprehenMrs. Ruby Brundige, Route 4, Dresthe cotton leaves. This would indi- graze their diverted acres on and manufacture cannon balLs for the
den; Lloyd Wilds, Seldon Parker, sive postgraduate medical educamature.
about
is
plant
cate the
after October 1. Formerly the date War of 1812.
Route 1, Dukedom; Mrs. Polly Mur- tion program, the meeting will ofWE FIT THEM ALL!... REGULARS,LONGS,
Some cotton has stopped blooming was November 1, 1967.
phy, Thomas Mullins, Route 1. fer the physician many opportuniBoll
plant.
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Phone 479-1864
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now
start
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All farmers need
President.
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date of corn by approximately 30
...PLUS $1.00
about cotton. It is
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deal.
The program will feature discus- thinking positive
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—Vinyl
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more than 70 top medical authori- we have per acre.
verted acres in the same field or
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
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To prove 100,
ap- on it, business people rely on it. We
area to graze each without expense
ties throughout the country,
—Upholstering, Modern &
Tablets can aid Appetite control. proximately 100 scientific and tech- can improve our cotton production
of erecting fences.
CPC in Obion County if the attitude of
Antique
— FREE SAMPLE —
nical exhibits, a Transatlantic
218 Main St., Murray
This does not permit the harvestThere is enough
510W. Main St., Fulton
Pharm-Medic LaLs — Box 331
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and
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or
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available
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information
Fla.
516 Broadway, Paducah
research
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members and physicians
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—Jim Martin Paints
specialty enough know how to produce two verted land. It is applicable only to
Enclose
land, and meetings of 16
bales per acre on the average in annual program. No grazing per.50 for postage & handling.
groups.
Obion County. To reach this kind of mitted on Soil Bank Conservation
yield farmers will need to start Reserve or Cropland Adjustment
111
1111
11;1
11
111
planning now for next year's crop. Program.
Start with good seed, good planting
„
practices, good fertilization practices cultivation and harvesting as
well as marketing. Proper use of
COUPON
chemicals is very much needed.

HOSPITAL NEWS

KMA Meeting Features
Transatlantic Panel

OBION COUNTY

Grazing Date
For Diverted
Acres Oct. 1

114.11 conic iii different
and .11a1)1....

S. P. MOORE & CO.

1

2

FACTORY OUTLET
STORES

VALUABLE COUPON

111

Farmers Invited To
See Corn Production

0EAVEN HILL

ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON
from Kentucky
HEAVEN HILL, made from a 1788
time-honored formula, is truly an
ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON ... by
tradition, quality and price. Its
distinctive aroma,gentle taste and
smooth flavor make it "the BEST
of the Great Kentucky Bourbons."

I

6 YEARS
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90 PROOF
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Ui8EU

iI
17.4.HIim
6
197
7
ilitHi.

Distiii•riaa, lac, Bardstows,
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CORN COMBINING UNDERWAY
In all areas of Obion County last
week we observed farmers busy
harvesting their corn. Most farmers
have not started gathering corn but
if the early fields are any indications the yields per acre will make
an all time record. One man told
me last week that the yields would
be equal to the yields that some
fenders talk about their making
every year during the winter when
they're planning the next year's
corn crop: '
I visited with Mr. Claude Miller
in two of his large fields on the Old
Lake Road last week and these
two fields were bumping the 150
bushel per acre yield mark.

A corn production meeting will
be held at the University of Kentucky Corn Research Plots on the
Harold Potts Farm, five miles
southwest of Clinton, about one
mile west of Greenwood Crossing,
just south of Highway 123, beginning at 1:30 p. m., Tuesday, September 19th.
At these plots different levels of
nitrogen fertilizer and different
rates of plant population have been
used to determine the optimum
population and nitrogen levels for
the most economical corn production.
In 1965 on the Carl Mikel Farm,
yields varied more than 100 bushels
per acre when different nitrogen
used. C.
FARM DATES TO REME 1BER and population levels were
in Soils,
September 11-16 - West Tennessee E. Wyatt, Area Specialist
and John Watts, Area Agent in
Fair - Jackson.
the
September 21 - Feeder Pig Sale - Crops, will be in charge of
meeting. Everyone is invited to atDresden.

WORTH ONE

LAR
DOL
S

FOR
WHEN YOU BUY OUR FAMOUS DEAL,'2 SUITS
DOLLAR,
THE REGULAR PRICE OF 1 . . . PLUS ONE
SO NOW
NOW THIS COUPON IS WORTH THE DOLLAR
IT'S POSSIBLE TO,

El"

BUY 1 SUIT AT REGULAR PRICE,
GET SECOND SUIT... FREE!
COUPON GOOD AT ANY OF OUR 4 STORES
COUPON EXPIRES SEPT. 30, 1967

STORES
FACTORY OUTLET- PADUCA
H
-:•

MAYFIELD - MURRAY - FULTON
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Business Reproducing Articles Made
By Early Settlers Is Doing Nicely
Thirty-five graduates of a State
vocational educational program are
making a living conducting their
own cooperative business which
deals in reproductions of articles
made by early American settlers.
The work of these Kentuckians,
who were unskilled and unemployed
Three years ago, is now being exhibited around the world by the
Smithsonian Institute of Washington, D. C.
The educational program was
provided in the Somerset area by
the Kentucky Department of Economic Security in cooperation with
the Kentucky Department of Education's division of vocational education. The courses in woodworking,
weaving and pottery-making were
paid for under the Federal Manpower Development and Training
Act, under which 3,000 Kentuckians
have received training.
The group first formed the cooperative-Kentucky Hill Industries
-three years ago after taking part
in another MDTA course. They
finished the advanced program at
the Somerset Area Vocational
School last April. Training each
person cost $2,770. Economic Security Commissioner C. Leslie Daw-

ASC Community Committees Should Be Best Available, Seals Says

committees coming from the participating will be conducted by mail ballot.
community
ASC
to all known
should always be the "best people farmer and the balance from ACP. Ballots will be mailed
The Chairman pointed out that eligible voters on or about Septemavailable," according to Narvel
County lists of eligible voters in each com- ber 12. Each community election
son says each of the graduates will Seals, Chairman, Oibion
and Con- munity are available in the ASCS will choose three community comStabilization
Agricultural
year.
a
within
that
than
earn more
The
servation Committee. Slates of county office. He explained that any mitteemen and two alternates.
will serve
Some of the members are mak- nominees for membership on ASC local resident who is eligible to take regular members elected
county convening $150 a week selling their pro- community committees now are be- part in an ASCS farm program as delegates to the
will be elected
ducts through- the cooperative, says ing established at the ASCS coun- may vote in the community com- tion, where farmers
the ASC county
Smith Ross, its director. The busi- ty office. The community commit- mittee elections, and he may hold to fill vacancies on
ness now has a $20,000 inventory.. tee elections will be held the third office as a committeeman regard- committee.
Boundaries of the communities
less of race, color, creed, or naIt ships items to gift shops in about week in September.
10 states. These include woodwork"The committee system is the tional origin. Further information are as follows:
Community A - All farms in Civil
ing products, ranging from biscuit backbone of the farm programs," regarding qualifications of commitcutters to end tables; woven goods, the Chairman declared. "Its respon- teemen is available at the ASCS District 1.
such as place mats, rugs, towels, sibilities include the conservation of county office.
Community B - All farms in Civil
bedspreads and wall hangings; and natural resources, the stabilization
Farmers who are eligible to vote District 2.
hand-turned pottery.
of agricultural commodities, and in the community committee elecCommunity C - All farms in Civil
price support activities which pro- tions also have the right to nomi- District 3.
The workers own their equipment tect and improve farm income. We
nate by petition candidates for
Community D - All farms in Civil
and work in their homes.
need the best possible cross-sec- committee membership any farmer
4,
tion of farmers to insure effective - Who is eligible and who has indi- District
Community E - All farms in Civil
administration of the various mea- cated that he is willing to serve.
Seeds Per Pound
Such petitions, each one nominat- District 5.
Research by the University of sures."
In Obion County, Mr. Seals ex- ing one farmer and signed by six
Community F - All farms in Civil
Kentucky shows there are about
two million seeds in one pound of plained, 630 farmers took part last or more eligible voters, may be District 6.
Community G - All farms tri Civil
Kentucky Bluegrass seed. Blue- year in one or more programs ad- filed at the county office any time
grass seed from ether states and ministered by the ASC committees. before August 22, 1967. Eligible District 7.
petitions
many
Comvoters may sign as
other countries has from 300,000 to Funds disbursed under the
Community H - All farms in Civil
800,000 fewer seeds per pound than mittee's supervision amounted to as they wish. Additional nomina- District 8.
incumthe
by
this
made
Of
be
$130,amount,
may
tions
$1,638,540.10.
that grown in Kentucky.
Community J - All farms in Civil
065.01 was for price support loans bent ASC community _ and county
change in the District 9.
recent
at
A
market
returns
increasing
aimed
committees.
Parks And Shrines
Community K - All farms in Civil
above what farmers would receive nominating procedure seeks to inKentucky has 35 State Parks and on an unsupported market. Includ- sure fair and impartial-elections by District 10.
are
comthem
of
Shrines. Twelve
ed in the price support program in reducing vote splintering of minorCommunity L - All farms in Civil
plete vacation resorts. A decade this country are such major com- ity group candidates.
District 11,
five
with
only
27,
were
there
ago,
modity programs as: Farm Storage
This year, for the first time, the
Community M - All farms in Civil
resort lodges.
Facility Loans, Mobile Drying election of ASCS community com- District 12.
Loans,
Equipment
Commodity mittees throughout the nation will
Community N - All farms in Civil
Loans (Corn & Soybeans), Cotton be held during the third week in
13.
Loans, and Wool Program.
September. Previously such elec- District
Community 0 - All farms in Civil
Last year, also, 11,817 acres of tions had been held at various
farmland were improved under the times in different states from July District 14.
Community P - All farms in Civil
Agricultural Conservation Program through December. The 1966 ASC
were held in District 15.
Tennessee
cost-sharing
in
The
total
elections
arrangement.
PLACE YOUR
Community Q - All farms in Civil
investment in conservation was September.
ORDER NOW
about $154.127.00, with about half
Obion County, the elections District 16.
In
for

SAVE MONEY!
HYBRID
NO
NO
NO

• PILOT OAK

SEED CORN
PRIZES
GADGETS
TRICKS

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

"
You Save Good Hard Cash By Placing Your Order Early.
For the next corn planting season, we especially recommend
. . . Early Maturity
EMBRO 44XE
. . Med. Early
EMBRO PLOWBY".
. . Med. Early (Single Cross)
.
EMBRO X3
. . . Med. Maturity (Single Cross)
EMBRO X5
EMBRO "COMPACT". . . Med. Maturity
Available At

Browder Milling Co., Inc.
FULTON, KY.

-

PHONE 472-1300

Sheepmen praise their flocks
grazing habits as being seasonal
with the pasture cycle. Under normal conditions in our area heavy
VC064-04
grazing comes early for three or
four months while the ewes are
milking heavily and the lambs
growing rapidly. Ewes will utilize
much pasture during the year that
744" would
otherwise go unused. Sheep
also graze closely and thrive on
less supplemental grass during the
low pasture season. Since sheep
With JIM PRYOR
should be in a thin, but thrifty conaarktasucal Agee. Mimi, riseral Relln.of
dition at breeding season in the late
summer or early fall, this fits the
PRODUCTION
SHEEP - COW ON
pasture schedule for many area
CYCLE
farmers. Most farmers of WestThe sheep industry in Kentucky ern Kentucky and Southern Illinois
and especially Western Kentucky could handle a sheep program in
is at an all time low. In fact, in the their farming operation. They work
United States we find sheep num- well with dairy cattle, since sheep
bers are the lowest since 1875. We eat over 90 per cent of weeds, to
are importing more wool and lamb area farms. Alternate grazing with
every season and the price sheep cattle and sheep have proven benemen receive for their wool clip and ficial in keeping pasture in a sucthe lamb cfop here in the United culent condition by not letting the
States seems to drop a little each gram and legumes get tough.
Sheep production is no bed of
year. With all the factors against
the production of sheep, there is roses and they take care and prostill a bright outlook for our wooly per management. I would like to
say that parasites have driven
friends.
more flocks away from Kentucky
,d for farms than the price of lambs and
rp industry is well
grass land farmers who have a wool. Parasites, however can be
shortage of labor and surplus pas- controlled.
ture. It is a proven fact that sheep
If your farm needs additional
will return more $ income per $ in- livestock, and you have limited lavested than any other form of live- bor, why not investigate sheep to
stock. Dairying will often give you supply this needed added income?
a high income return, but there is
much more labor involved as well SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
as investment.
Sheep also utilize more pasture
and other roughages and less grain
than other livestock enterprises
Sheep convert this roughage into a
marketable product and in almost
production line fashion. The wool
clip comes in early spring around See us for - - April and May when money is badYour Insurance Needs
ly needed for current expenses.
then the Iamb crop in May and
June, and often hold over lambs
which could not make the scales
male student must be in college or earlier, sell in the fall. This makes
472 1341
Fulion
his last two years of high school. a supplementary income pattern
between the ages of 16 and 25, that is welcome on most farms of
ranked in the upper 20 per cent of our area.
his class, maintain a "B" average
(or its equivalent) or be on his
school's honor roll for the semester
preceding the aplication for a discount.
ACROSS
A statement of verification, cer1. Extremities
tified by a school official, must be
7. Celestial
furnished the insurance company
body
in ordir hat the discount be grant13. Alternative
ed.
14. Ducks
15. Tellurium:
The new plan does not affect
symbol
young female drivers as they do not
18. Babble
currently pay the youthful driver
18. Pronoun
surcharge, Woodall said. He added
19. Skill
that other discounts are available
21. Free feast
"
111a
:
4
:1111111111.
$:
•
.
:
.
:
.
22. Hole
currently to students who complete
Pungent
23.
courses
recognized driver education
111511
"
:
:
:
:
:
1111111111111E.
25. Fish
52
and to parents of students who atMale
26.
miles
than
.g
11
100
1
1
more
1
tend school
101111111§§
children
from the place where the iamily car
27. UnderIIIIII
EIMIIMIIMINE:gi::
is garaged.
world god
29. Sofa
11MINIIII
Nig1110111111
31. Caress
32, Meadow
33. Slips
36. Cadets
39. War god
2. Fly
44. Constella- 50. Behold!
40. Short for
7. Golf mound
51.Expia ed
tion
• Harold
20. Stumbled
53. Named
48. Self
42. Scheme
Drinkable
22.
ors
Collec
55.
43. Disencum- 47, Be
24. Hair
56. Herrings
ANDREWS
48. Perform
ber
26. Lofty
Jewelry Company
28. Suffix: chem.
30. Measure
DOWN
33. Lasso
I. Vegetable
34. Bristlelike
2. Musical
appendage
Answers on
dramas
35. Strips
3. Pronoun
4.- and tuck 36. Folds
37. Young eagle
Page 8
5. Wrongful
38. Hair nets •
act: law
41.Tune
6. Lures
7. Flower parts, 44. Imitator
Don't Peekl
45. Pace
'8. sing
9. Fruit drink 48. Single
49. Do wrong
10. Compass
52. All right!
point
54. Mother
11. Fur

Good Student Discount Plan Now
Offered By Insurance Department

We had a nice rain Thursday
night and Friday; the turnip greens
A "Good Student Discount" plan,
will soon be ready to eat.
which could affect the study habits
-Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd and of many Kentucky schoolboys who
Mrs. Deward Wilson spent Wednes- are licensed automobile drivers,
day with Mrs. Sally Floyd of Ful- has been approved by State Insurton.
ance Commissioner S. Roy Woodall
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. B. G. Lowry of Pilot Oak,
Under the plan, which takes efand Mrs. Lunie Wray of Mayfield fect Oct. 4, the parent of the "good
of
were Sunday afternoon guests
student" may qualify to receive a
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Horne of May- discount of up to 25 per cent on the
field.
otherwise applicable auto insurMrs. Raymond Glover is home ance premium. The plan involves
from the Fuller Morgan Hospital in insurance companies which are
Mayfield and is improving some.
members or subscribers of the Na- Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs. Cas- tional Bureau of Casualty Undersie Taylor were Wednesday after- writers. the National Automobile
noon guests of Mrs. Ruth Crit- Underwriters Association, and the
tenden.
Mutual Insurance Rating Bureau.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Steward, of
"It has been demonstrated,"
Kevil, visited in Pilot Oak Sunday
"that youthful (autoas guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Woodall said,
mobile) operators who achieve
Lowry.
scholastic standings are less
Mrs. Maggie Pankey, Mrs. Ruby high
to accidents than other
prone
shopCarr
Mrs.
Pearl
Moody and
youthful operators.
ped in Greenfield Tuesday.
"Whether the better experience is
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor had Sunday
to less frequent use of the autodinner with her nephew and wife, due
mobile because of time devoted to
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman.
study, or whether it is because good
Mrs. Hattie Puckett is slowly im- students are more responsible indiproving in a Paducah hospital, viduals, remains unknown. Howhopes to be out soon.
ever, good driving by youthful
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Taylor and operators is related to scholastic
T.
Mrs.
J.
on
and
Mr.
called
family
achievement and the new program
Moore Sunday afternoon.
is intended to recognize that relai
Thursday afternoon guests of tionship."o
Mrs. Jennie Cruse were Mesdames
qualify for the discount, the
Bertha Yates, Molly Erranton,
Lexie Floyd and Cassie Taylor.
Mrs. Leicie Floyd and Mrs. Edith
Yates called to see Mrs. Ira Raines
Saturday afternoon. She's not feeling so well at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lloyd Owen,
of Detroit, visited - in the Burns!
Lowry home one night last week.
'Mrs. Bob Scott and daughters, of
Lone Oak, visited her mother, -Mrs.
Taylor, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carr were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
PTTC--11(
Mrs. Martin Givens, of near Water
HEY,E21-1Aii-Z-01%. I 311'31
Valley. All of them visited Mrs.
Puckett, in a Paducah hospital, in
INVEIATED A I"71,3ELE=."..S
the afternoon.
CARRIAGE!
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden is spending
this week with her daughter and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Glover, near
Palmersville.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnal Lowry had
as guests Thursday Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Foster and Mrs. Myatt, of
Crutchfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hawks and
-grandson, Tony Hudson, of near
Wingo, visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Carr Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore attended preaching service at Mt.
THE FIZZLE FAMILY
Olive Church Sunday. Had two conHOW DID YOU LIKE 71415
versions and one addition to the
HOUSE? THIPT WHAT I
church.
CALL A.REAL BARGA)N!
Mr. and Mrs. Burns! Lowry and
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, of Pilot
Oak, visited Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Ladd and baby, Tracy Mark, of the
Beelerton Community, late Sunday
afternoon. The baby is a new attraction in the home, as the Ladds
adopted him recently.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

Distilled higher
Dee -char-barrel for smoothness.
The only "Mellow Ma 115"Bourbon.
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.

The anatomy of
Kentucky's fi„e)
No.lBourbon."'QT

PrttIrcc

Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond
• Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.

tired of being
1:0571...2 033...99D:7101
Sure ... you're tired of being just another
-number ... we all are! BUT .. at the
Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to check out you enjoy an individuality so
not just
scarce today. You're YOU
another number. We much prefer the real live
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM-For Excellent Cocktails, Dining, Dancing
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
Telephone: HUrlion 3-4400
7.I.typ.: 207.965-0506
THIVONDERIPDL

ODNER HOTEL
SOH SOCTIESSITH STRUT, NORTHWEST

WASHINGTON.D.C. 20010

•

Under Another Name
Owensboro. on the Ohio River,
was once known as Yellow Banks.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

Rice Agency

Crossword Puzzle
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by Horace Elmo
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mind the experiences of people
who have made this miscalculation
and think of their heart-aches, their
disappointments, their misery, and
you will not be surprised that Jesus
said to the rich who trusted in his
riches, "Thou fool.' No man has
true life who layeth up treasures
for himself and is not rich toward
God.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Gam irri•Ido

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church last Sunday at 11
a. m. The evening worship was devoted to gospel singing, being the
appointed time for class and conThe man miscalculated also as gregational singing. All singers
to what insures length of life. everywhere were invited. Sant
"Soul, thou hast much goods laid Mathis and James McClure have
up for many Years", etc. Ah, hut charge as leaders and Miss Kay
people do not live because they Mathis is pianist. A full program
have "much goods" laid up, nor do was planned, with many visiting
they die because they have no singers on the schedule.
money. Many or a few years d not
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Ray Jones,
determine the importance of life. newly-weds of Akron, Ohio, were
The number of ticks of the clock a in our midst the past week, enroute
man lives through does not tell home from their honeymoon, spent
anything whatever of his worth of in Virginia, North Carolina and
being. Those who live the longest Tennessee. Mrs. Jones is the former
are not those who have much Miss Dotty Whited and is also from
"goods" laid up, or have counted Akron. Their marriage took place
the greatest number of summers or a week ago. Congratulations are in
winters through which they have order for this fine young couple.
passed, but those whose lives have
Grant Bynum is about as well as
been periods of service.
was reported by your writer last
week. He is able to sit up some and
This man miscalculated as to his
also able to walk around the house.
true being. There are two aspects
Henry McBee has been very sick
in which we see man. We see him and abed in the home of his dauas a creature of time, content with ghter, Mrs. Roy Vincent, and Mr.
his lot, and we see him, on the Vincent, near here. The aged man
other hand, as a child of eternity has been in declining health for
imprisoned in time. Which of these
many months and everyone hopes
two aspects is ,of the greater im- he will be feeling much better soon.
portance? That is usually the way
He also spends part of his time
the matter presents itself to us. with another daughter, Mrs. Til
But is that the way to put it? Is it Burnett, and Mr. Burnett of Lynnnecessary, as so many do, to place ville.
the emphasis on the one and negMr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
lect the other? Is there anything and son, Stevie, of Martin, were
in the constitution or'things to Sunday visitors of their parents,
hinder one from uniting two in his Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter on the
interest and thought, so that the Austin
Springs-Palmersville road.
one shall in no way be detrimental They, with your writer, were dinto the other; in fact, so that the ner guests on Sunday night. We
one shall be a help to the other? had a nice visit in the LassiAs a "creature of time", why not ter home, Buton is my brother.
live as a child of eternity: and as a
Mrs. Dave Mathis, beloved lady
child of eternity, live as a creature of our village, is still indisposed
14 time: thus giving dignity, value,
due to a kidney infection that demeaning and power to life?
veloped several days ago and she
These two are not necessarily remains under the care of her
antagonistic and incompatible. They family physician, Dr. Wilson, and
to
- can be made so, it is true. A man received medication according
be
can have such notions of religion his advice. We hope she will
that he will be miserable in the much better soon
world: and he can have such conceptions of the world that he cannot enjoy religion. But, as Jesus • PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
came to show in coming to earth
as "a ,child of eternity" to live as a
exhighest
the
"creature of time",
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Stephens
istence in true being and manhood
daughters, of near St. Louis,
is thus attained. Blessed the man and
last week with relatives here.
who by wise judgment, by care and spent
and Mrs. Lester Alford, of
Mr.
himfor
treasures
work, Jays up
, spent Labor Day with
Dyersburg
his
keep
to
careful
is
self, and yet
here.
relatives
man
The
God".
toward
soul "rich
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith and
in the parable made his fatal misSmith attended the Golden
Riley
himself
of
thought
he
that
in
take
y of their cousins, Mr.
only as a "creature of time," mak- Anniversar
-Clarence Bogle, in Miling provision for himself only as and Mrs.
such, neglecting the attainment of burn Sunday.
Mrs. Bud Stem visited in Paduriches toward God.
cah last Saturday.
Rev. Maral B. Proctor
Mrs. Bill Rogers returned Friday night from a three-weeks vacation trip. Slw, with her daughter
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Campbell from Memphis, visited in
several cities in the west. Mr. and
Mrs. 'Rogers accompanied the
Campbells to Memphis Saturday
Methodist
Fulton
South
The
and spent the week-end.
Church is sponsoring an auction
23,
September
night,
Saturday
sale
Kentucky Animals
at 7:30 in the building formerly occupied by Taylor-Chevrolet Buick
The State Game Farm, two miles
on Fourth Street.
Frankfort on U. S. 60, is a
Anyone wishing to donate items west of
native to Kentucky.
for this auction may do so by call- zoo for animals
by the State Departing 479-1434, 479-1645, 479-1318 or It is operated
of Fish and Wildlife Re472-1517. Items will be picked up ment
and all donations will be greatly sources.
appreciated.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

Items Sought For
Church Auction
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South Fulton Methodist
Makes Time Changes

South Fulton Methodist Church is
announcing a change in time for the
morning service.
Beginning Sunday, September 17,
Rev. Dan Underwood will bring the
message each Sunday morning at
10:50. Mrs. Phil Parker is the organist, Mrs. Thad Fagan pianist
and Lynn Jetton song leader.
Sunday School will still be held at
10 a. m. and the Sunday evening
service at 6 p. m.
Everyone is invited to attend all
services at South Fulton Methodist.

WE RENT - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

,
wP,t

_

,o“.•

1843
St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Hickman was founded in
Episcopal
by the Rev. Nathaniel Newlin Cowgill. the pioneer
a one-time
priest of Western Kentucky. The Rev, Mr. Cowgill,
and came
Quaker, was ordained to the priesthood in Danville, Ky.,

Grace Church in Paducah.

to the community.
At present no regular minister is serving this church

Sunday Schedule:

third home. In its 123rd year on ministering to the people of Hick-

10:00 a. m.

man, St. Paul's offers a full schedule of worship services, Sunday

11:15 a. m.

p
School, an active Women's Auxiliary, as well as the sponsorshi
of Cub Pack 48 and Explorer Post 4.8. The worship services reflect

Sunday School
Worship Service

Holy Communion every third Sunday and on major feast
days.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Tbat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 4r2-3951

Parkway Manor Nursing Home

THE CITIZENS BANK

Your Prescription Drug Store

Make our bank your bank

Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky.

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.

SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton,

CITY DRUG COMPANY

1). Prompt, courteous ambus
lance service with 2 staff members on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial

Hickman, Ky.

Fulton and South Fulton

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371

Phone 136-2655

PURE MILK COMPANY

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At the store or at your door

Fulton, Kentucky

Telephone 472-2332

Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky.

Union City, Tenn,

Hickman, Ky.

South Fulton, Tenn,

• Large Display •
▪ Well Lighted At Night •
ons •
• Open Sunday Afterno
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Greenfield
pho„, 235,2293

Phone: 469-5414

—

Dukedom, Tenn,

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"
Lake Street

policies.

In Operation 66 Years

=MI

all who come to worship and to share the ministry of Jesus Christ

offers

Greenfield Monument Works

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-111t1

a deep biblical commitment. The congregation warmly welcomes

St. Paul's presently occupies a building erected in 1900, it's

Fulton

Whitnel Funeral Home

(Gardner's Studio)

the rich liturgical tradition of the Episcopal Church, as well as

Fulton and
west to found not only St. Paul's, but Trinity Church in

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets

ORE
ND!

HICKMAN, KENTUCKY

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

Interstate Park Expansion
An Economic Development Administration loan of $556,200 will
pay for part of $927,000 worth of
planned new facilities at Breaks Interstate Park in the mountains of
Eastern Kentucky. The expansion
includes new overnight facilities,
restaurants, camping areas, roads
and other projects. Work is slated
to take two years.

pit}

Dial 472-2421

472-1362

418 Lake Street

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 2.50

Hickman, Ky.

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Av•.,

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Mealier

Phone 472-1471
101 W. State Line

Phone 479.2771

The
For
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
oblivious to the fact that others are fighting to maintain the freedoms this group so blithely enjoys.
The other group is comprised of people who are
concerned, angry, even frustrated because they
want to do something, know that they need to do
something yet are reluctant to do so because of the
fear of criticism and scorn from group number one.
Someday, somewhere somehow there will be
communication established between both groups
revealing that a community of helping hands, makes
a nation of helping hands, and eventually a world of
helping hands and open minds, working together.
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VOLUNTEERS—
(Continued frt

sage Owe

CLASSIFIED ADS

Abandonment of its Intrastate
Operating Authority between Kentucky-Illinois line at Cairo Bridge
to Kentucky-Tennessee line in Fulton County, Kentucky

NOTICE OF FILING OF APPLIGlynn Bushart and one of the busiFOR RENT: Floor sanding maCATION TO ABANDON
est and most civic minded ladies in
the community, initiated the first chine and electric floor polisher
Pursuant to the Kentucky Revised
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exsteps toward the organization.
Statutes and the Rules and Regulachange Furniture Co.
With the help of an interested
tions of the Department of Motor
group of ladies, the idea was soon
WAITRESS WANTED: Thursday, Transportation of Kentucky, notice
well on its way to being a reality.
Friday and Saturday Mies; 4 hours is hereby given of the filing by the
Three of the most dedicated work- only, 8: pm to 12: pm; must be undersigned with the Department
ers, Irene White, Louise Killebrew, over 21 years old; apply Ray's of Motor Transportation of an appliand Billie Bushart, made a trip to Sandwich Shop. $1.00 per hour.
cation for permission to abandon
Princeton to take a course of inits intrastate motor bus operating
struction in order to be able to reTV ANTENNAS: We install — authority between the Kentuckyturn to Fulton and teach a group Trade-repair and move. Get our Illinois line at Cairo Bridge to the
here.
prices. We service all makes TV Kentucky-Tennessee line in Fulton
It is the vitality of this communication that I
The first training class was held Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
County, Kentucky, via the following
hope to find locked somewhere in the hallowed halls
in Fulton last January with the
routes:
APPLES FOR SALE
Grymes
LILLIE, MAE PASCHALL, South Fulton, brings a cheery word of com- actual program being launched in
of learning. I hope that those of you who share with
the hospitals and nursing homes in Orchard, 409 Forestdale, South (1) To operate from Kentucky.
fort to Lula Mae Thorpe in a local hospital.
me the concern for a solution to these troubled times
Illinois line at Cairo Bridge to
March. There were about 50 in the Fulton.
will wish me well.
the Kentucky-Tennessee line in
first class with Billie Bushart and
Fulton County, Kentucky, via:
While I am aWay,I shall try to write a column,
Louise Killebrew as instructors. COMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY
Bardwell, Hailwell, over HighSince that time two more classes DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
suggesting on occasion, means by which both groups
way U. S. 51, Kentucky 123,
have been taught.
mentioned above might explore the problems that
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
290 and 127. through Ballard,
The Red Cross Volunteers can
instead
of
which
laboring
problems
those
unite us,
Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton
be easily recognized by the uniSealed bids will be received by
Counties.
divide us.
forms they wear. A neat blue and the Department of Highways at ita
(More correctly described in
white pinstripe, the dress is two- office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
It was a real thrill to see our beview of changes in Highway
piece with a matching blue and 10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time
thing that she and Jesse could be
'eyed Vicki Hurd perform so beautinumbering as from Cairo
cap.
white
says
they
here,
can't,
but
she
since
on
the
22nd
day
of September, 1967,
fully on the Miss America Pageant
Bridge South on U. S. Highthey'll be thinking of us. And we'll
Working in shifts of two hours at at which time bids will be publicly
televised from Atlantic City last
way 51 to Bardwell, from
missing
them
too!
be
opened
and
read
for
the
improvea time, the ladies work for- three
Saturday night. Vicki is one of the
Bardwell South on Kentucky
months at one place, and then ro- ment of:
most outstanding and popular
Highway 123 to the intersection
been
priThe
has
News-Shopper
nursing
hospital
or
another
tate
to
of Kentucky Highway 123 and
beauties ever to hold a st4te title
— FULTON-HICK M AN COUNTvileged
to
advertise
recently
the
home.
Kentucky Highway 239: Thence
(Miss Tennessee). She was second
IES, JPP 11-1, SP 38-657, SP 53-779
product of a home-town industry
Fiveifflays a week the Volunteers The Jackson Purchase Parkway
South on Kentucky Highway
runner-up in the national pageant
Terrific."
called
It
"Mr.
is
a
housego into the Fulton Hospital working from approximately 22.50' west of
239 through Cayce t..) the Kenlast year. The Pageant officials obMail Entry Blank With $5.00 Fee Attached To:
hold
cleaner
made
by
the
Melrose
shifts from 10-12 in the morning Ky. 307 to the Hickman-Graves
tucky-Tennessee line in-Fulton
viously think a lot of her, as we do,
Chemical Company in South Fulton
Joe Johnson, International Banana Festival, Box 428
and from 2-4 in the afternoon. At County Line, a distance of 6.313
for they certainly gave her a lot of
and
E.
is
W.
being
James
sold
at
County.)
Hillview they work from 10-12 in miles. Bituminous Concrete Surface
arominence and exposure on the
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
and at Piggly-Wiggly.
the mornings, five days a week.
show.
Class I and Incidental Construction. (2) To operate from the junction
Four days a week are spent at
I have wanted to say something
of Kentucky Highway 123 and
Vicki, who served as our Interna—.GRAVF,S COUNTY, JPP 11-2,
Haws Memorial Nursing Home
Kentucky Highway 127 over
'ional Banana Festival princess is about this product for a long time
SP
42-773
'The
Jackson
Purchase
from 10-12 a. m. At McAlister Rest
Kentucky Highway 123 to the
'o be married this Sunday at the because I have used it in cleaning
Parkway
from
the
Hickman-Graves
Home the hours are from 9:30 to
junction with Kentucky High.
West Point Chapel at the United chores and it is indeed, TERRIFIC.
Co.
Line
to
approximately
1400'
11:30 a. m. three days a week, and
way 58 to Columbus, KenStates Military Academy at West Really, "Mr. Terrific" does jobs
at Parkway Manor two days a southwest of Relocated Ky. 58, a
tucky, and return, serving all
Point, New York. She is marrying than no other cleaner can do and
distance
of
4.959
miles.
Bituminous
week from 10-12 a. m.
intermediate
points except
very lucky boy by the name of I believe I have used them all from
Concrete Surface Class I and Ineipoints within one (1) mile of
While they are diaper Italy needSamuel Wilson Bartholemew, Jr., a the most highly advertised to the
lental Construction.
the corporate limits of Clinton,
ri ter ‘ddivtcs• talc at z.11 the
lieutenant in the United States most unknown.
Kentucky, and unauthorized
hospitals and nursing homes, the
— SEPARATE AND/OR COMarmy.
Some of the out nding art works
Buy a bottle of "Mr. Terrific" toThe Talent Show of the Fifth Inoff-route points, a distance of
number of trained Volunteers limits BINED BIDS WILL BE RECEIVFestival will be of Peggy Scott Hussey. formerly
We were fortunate to receive an day. If it doesn't do all that it says ternational Banana
eleven and four-tenths (11.4)
the amount of time they are avail- ED ON
THESE PROJECTS,
September of Fulton, will be on exhibit during
night,
Wednesday
it
held
will,
or
that
I
say
it
will,
just
let
invitation to the wedding. Wouldn't
miles. (More correctly deable.
WHICH ARE COMBINED IN ONE
League Park.
the Fifth Annual Banana Festival
it be just wonderful to be there, for me know and I'll do your house 27, at the Kitty
scribed ih view of the changes
In the hospitals, the main task is BID PROPOSAL.
September
27-30.
cleaning
for
you,
while
I'm
here
mon.ty
prize
in
54(o.00
total
of
A
if ever there has been, or will be, a
in Highway numbering as
to relieve the busy staff of minor
Bid and Specimen proposals for
will be awarded.
beautiful bride, our Vicki will take some week-end from Vanderbilt.
from the intersection of KenPeggy. the daughter of Mrs. jobs that can be handled by someinto
divided
will
be
all
contest
projects
are
The
available
until
3:00
tucky Highway 123 and Kenhonors in that role too.
Ruth Scott and the late E. M. one else, routine tasks such as takI'. M. EASTERN STANDARD
five categories with a $75 cash prize Scott. is
tucky Highway 239 over Kenan accomplished artist ing around ice and water, delivery
'Tis a life-time of happiness we DIGNITARIES—
TIME on the day preceding the bid
going to the winner in each group. making her
tucky Highway 123 to the
home in Tulsa, Okla- of mail, etc.
(Continued on Page Four)
vish this fine young couple. They're
opening date at the 'Division of
The categories are (1) vocal solo, homa.
junction with Kentucky HighThe Volunteers have no actual Contract Controls at a cost of $2
both getting a giant-sized gift.
Director of Industrial Development, (2) vocal group, (3) instrumental
way 38, to Columbus and reCitizens Fidelity & Trust Company, solo, (4) instrumental group and
Originally working in the field of nursing duties except in the case each. (EXCEPT FOR THE CONturn.)
Louisville; Gordon Turner, Public (5) either individual or group commercial illustrations for an of an emergency at which time they STRUCTION OF REST AREAS.
We have often remarked at Fes- Relations Director, Tennessee Di- dance.
The changes requested in. the
agency, she is now free lancing and may, under the direction of a doc- SEE SPECIAL NOTE.) Bid protival headquarters that if more lo- viison for Industrial Development, On Thursday night the category has been for about two
tor or nurse.
posals are issued only to prequali- above application will become efyears.
cal folks took half the interest in and Mrs. Turner, Nashville; Bill finalists will participate in the InIn the case of a communicable tied contractors. Remittance pay- fective on a date specified by the
our financial program as the out- Sublett, Industrial Representative, ter-American Music Fiesta and
Peggy's work is done with acrylic disease, the Volunteers are not al- able to the State Treasurer of Ken- Department of Motor Transpotiaof-towners do, we'd have no prob- Tennessee Division for Industrial from these five the grand winner paint on plastic. It is a new techni- lowed in the room.
tucky must accompany request for lion in the event permission to
lem at all.
The duties are necessarily some- proposals.
abandon is granted by that body.
Development, Jackson; W. N. will be chosen, with a prize of $100 que and requires a good deal more
speed
and
accuracy
what
than
Gulf Transport will continue to
the
different
nursing
in
the
tradiThe point is brought out again Laughlin, Director, Tennessee Di- going to that person or group.
NOTICE
homes. Here the elderly patients
operate in interstate commerce in
The deadline for entering is Mon- tional oil paints.
today as we acknowledge receipt vision for Industrial Development,
enjoy the company of the VolunThe undersigned will receive the Commonwealth of Kentucky
if a letter from Clarice Belew Jackson; Glover Carey, Manager, day, September 25.
One of her first showings was in teers and hearing news of the
from the Kentucky-Illinois line at
town.
Interested entrants are invited to the lobby
Owens of Kailua, Hawaii. Clarice and Paul T. Mooney, Industrial
of the Little Theatre in Contrary to what one might believe. sealed bids up to 10 o'clock AM on the Cairo Bridge South on U. S.
September 16th 1967 for 165 acres,
sent us a check for $10 as "a con- Representative, Texas Gas Trans- use the coupon printed elsewhere Tulsa where she had 35 paintings
Highway 51 to Bardwell, from
the patients are vitally interested
more or less, of land in Fulton
tribution to the Banana Festival, mission Corporation, Owensboro; in this issue.
on exhibit. Half of them were
Flardwell South on Kentucky Highin the news of the community, the County Ky.
which I consider most worthwhile." Marvin Orgill, District Manager,
known as the A. E. or
bought the first night they were on
way 123 to Columbus, thence South
teenagers and what they are doing, Lon Alexander
Southern Bell Telephone Company,
farm. Bids must be on
display.
Kentucky Highway 58 to the inand enjoy a joke or two.
Clarice wishes more than any- Paducah; J. Boyd Bullard, District
accompanied by a check for $500 as
tersection of Kentucky Highway 58
The Volunteers may write letters security
Traffic Agent, Illinois Central RailAt present galleries in Tulsa and
for good faith, said sum to
ANSWERS TO riJZZLE
road, Jackson.
Bartlesville, Oklahoma; San Fran- for the patients, feed them if neces- be applied on any purchase accept- and Kentucky Highway 123, thence
Continued on Page Six)
In addition, M. 0. Wrather, Actcisco, California; and Taos, New sary, read to them, or run er- ed. Owners reserve the right to re- South on Kentucky Highway 123 to
ing President of Murray State UniMexico have collections from the rands, as in the case of one patient ject any and all bids. Possession to the intersection of Kentucky High0
• PLANET
way 123 and Kentucky Highway 239,
who loves to send all kinds of cards be not later
versity, Murray, Ky.; Alberto Marbrush of Peggy Hussey.
than December 31st thence
0N
E ID
0
South on Kentucky Highway
to her friends.
tinez Fonts, sales director, and
1967 to any purchaser and convey14
AliT
239 to the Kentucky-Tennessee line
This summer Peggy's "Two on
Wearing candy striped blue and ance to be
Payticio Fernandez, public relaby
General
Warranty
A
RIIA
in
F'ulton County, Kentucky. Any
tions director, Ecuatoriana Air
The South Fulton Red Devils will the Hill" was the winner of the white uniforms with caps similar Deed free from lien.
A
EFIL
5
persons desiring to protest this apLines, Miami, Florida.
play the Martin Panthers at 7:30 miniature competition at the Larry to nurses, four high school girls
N.
D.
Montgomery,
5
plication
may do so by filing a proBabb
Gallery.
worked in the hospitals during the
Friday night in the college stadium
Attorney
test with the Department of Motor
summer months. Jen Ray Browder
Great Train Robbery
at Martin.
Details of the exhibit that Peggy logged 34.
Clinton, Kentucky
A
Transportation at its offices in
/
3
4 hours, Gail Bushart 28/
1
2
At the Fleming Hotel in FlemCoach Akers states that all mem- will bring to Fulton will 1
P. 0. Box 133-42031
announc- hours, and Sharon Moore 15. AnothFrankfort, Kentucky, such protests
A
5 HAL
A
ingsburg, James J. Andrews plot- bers of the South Fulton team will ed at a later
time.
to comply with the Rules and ReguRI E
4
er girl, Cheryl Carnahan, has
ted the "great train robbery" or be able to play this week with the
COMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY lations of the Department.
5
E RA
moved away.
capture of the Confederate locomo- exception of David McKinney. He
DEPARTMENT Of MOTOR
ATONED TERMED
This group of ladies has put in
tive, the General, during the Civil also states that the boys are showGULF TRANSPORT COMPANY
,TAKERS :SPRATS
TRANSPORTATION
over 3000 hours in the past six
War.
ing good spirit and have ihistled and
By J. H. Bechar
months. Louise Killebrew, with
practiced all week, aria that they
In the matter of the Application of
1591
/
2 hours, heads the list, followed
Traffic Manager
will have to play thear—very best
Gulf Transport Company for the
by Irene Rice with 1161
/
2 and Billie
Friday night because the Panthers
101.
Bushart
with
are a real fine group of players.
Those having over 60 hours are:
Jewel McClain, Mildred Sellars,
Benefits Increase
Audrey Kennedy, Dorothy Graves,
Some 4,500 recipients of public asHelen Allen, Zoma Moss, and Irene
sistance in the 221 personal care
A "preliminary" schedule, sub- White.
homes in Kentucky will receive
There is one 3-generation family
average monthly increases of ject to revision by the Tennessee
Department of Highways, calls for involved in the group, Irene Rice,
$13.65, effective September I.
completion of a 4-lane pavement Billie Bushart, and Gail Bushart.
from Fulton to Union City during There is also a 2-generation, Marthe 1971-2 fiscal year, the Depart- tha and Sharon Moore.
ORDINANCE
With several having moved out
AN ORDINANCE REGULAT- ment announced this week.
The 11-mile stretch will parallel of town, the number of Volunteers
ING THE FLOW OF TRAFFIC AT
THE INTERSECTION OF SMITH the existing road, and will be the at present is about 80 with at least
STREET AND FORRESTDALE final link in a modern 4-lane US 51 100 needed.
from the Tennessee line at Fulton
A new class of instruction will beSTREET
to Memphis, affording a direct con- gin some time around the first of
Ferry-Morse Seed Company will sell to the highest
BE IT ORDAINED by the City nection with the Purchase Parkway November in order that a new
Commission of South Fulton, Ten- at Fulton.
schedule may go into effect Decemnessee as follows;
ber 1.
bidder eight 1966 Dodge A-100 vans; also one 1966
Anyone may join. All you have to
1. That all vehicles entering the
do is go down and sign up at the
BAKE SALE FRIDAY
intersection of Smith and ForrestPlymouth station wagon Bel. I with air conditioner,
Chamber of Commerce.
dale Streets in the City of South
A bake sale will be held tomorIt is one of the most worthwhile
Fulton, Tennessee shall be required row, Friday, September 15, at the organizations in the community.
radio and heater. All vans are low mileage and are
to come to a complete stop.
Fulton Bank from 9:30 a. m. until Your time and services will be ap2. That the foregoing intersection 2 p. m., sponsored by St. Edwards preciated beyond measure,
and it is
shall hereafter be recognized as the Altar Society. Everyone is invited not improbable to say that you will
excellent for hunting, fishing and delivery vans.
America the Beautiful...
4 way stop intersection.
to attend this sale and get desserts find the time spent in the hospitals
Is Everybody's Job
3. That any person driving a ve- for the week-end.
and nursing homes of inestimable
Cars may be seen at Ferry-Morse parking lot 8 a. m.
hicle and failing to stop upon envalue to you. For as one Volunteer
'It's the job of every family that spreads a picnic ort a
tering the above said intersection
roadside table.
put it, "We have all received far
shall, upon conviction he fined the TV PERSONALITIES—
It's the job of every boatman who cruises the
more than we have given."
to 4 p. m. through Friday, September 15, and from
sum of not less than $2.00 nor more
(Continued from Page One/
lakes and waterways.
than $50.00.
Every driver, every walker, every flier.
other judging and emceeing chores.
4. Be it further ordained that this
That's why our Association throws its whole9 a. m. to 2 p. m. Saturday. September 16. Sealed
Mr. Williams is a native of Union
PTA To Meet Next Thursday
hearted support each year into the Keep America
ordinance shall take effect from City, married and the father
of a
Beautiful campaign,
and after its due passage, the PubThe first meeting of the 1967-68
six year old daughter and a two
bids will be opened at 2:30 p. m., September 16.
lic Welfare requiring it.
year old son.
school year will be held by the
Lovely country we have here. Let's keep it that way.
At the present time he is active West Fulton PTA next Thursday,
Attest By - Emily Dame,
in Paducah civic work, currently September 21, at 3 p. m. in the
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Recorder & Treasurer
serving on the board of directors in Farm Room. A good attendance is
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222
Approved Rex Ruddle,
the Downtown Kiwanis Club and urged by the president, Mrs. Glynn
Mayor
the Paducah Jaycees.
Bushart.
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The third annual "Youth For
Truth" program scheduled for
September 16 and 17 at Chambers Memorial Gymnasium in
Benton, Is a teenage convocation, largest of its kind in the
United States. Itattracted4,400
teenagers for four services; approximately 1,600 teenagers
from ten states registered for
the event In 1966.
Three nationally recognized
youth speakers, Dr. B at sell
Barrett Baxter, chairman of the
Bible Department of David Lipscomb College and featured
speaker o the weekly Herald
of Truth TV program; John
Allen Chalk, heard weekly on
770 radio stations In 14 countries as regular speaker on the
Herald of Truth Radio program;
and Jay Smith, the voice on
"Power For Today," a daily
radio devotion.', program on
125 stations throughout America — will headline this year's
"Youth For Truth" speaking
schedule.
The annual event will get under way at 1:00 p. m. Septernber 6 with Dr. Baxter as
speaker. Mr. Smith will also
speak In the afternoon portion
of the program. A period of
appropriate entertainment,featuring outstanding personalities
and a barbecue dinner at 5:15
will conclude the Saturday afternoon schedule of events.

$5.95 QUALITY OIL
Base Outside White

HOUSE PAINT
On
Sale

Gal.

c?

ailukul clahmaips

Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
1-t
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MURRAY, Ky.-Murray State
University will offer 50 evening
and Saturday morning courses
during the fall semester, Dean
William G. Nash has announced.
The classes will meet for the
first time during the week of
Sept. 18.
Dean Nash said students who
will take evening or Saturday
classes only will register Saturday morning, Sept. 9, in the
MSU admini$tration building,
beginning at 8:30 a.m. The remainder of the student body
will register next week.

Dr. Batsell Barrett Baxter

Ill MSU
President
Returns
MURRAY, Ky.,
-Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, ailing president of Murray State University,
made his first public appearances Friday since being sidelined by a severe heart attack
last June 7.
Dr. Woods addressed newcomers to the Murray faculty at a
morning meeting and spoke to
the entire MSU faculty in the
afternoon.
Both meetings were held in
the student union building and
served as the official kickoff of
the new school year at Murray
University.
Dr. Woods' morning remarks
were brief and he left the meeting shortly afterward. In the
afternoon, he was greeted with
a standing ovation, spoke a little longer, and remained at the
meeting for about an hour.
"When an elephant is in
trouble, even a frog will kick
him"-Hindu Proverb.

KEYi.VALUE
80 RAMBLER American,
straight shift
43 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
62 FORD- 3-4 ton pickup truck;
local, clean
82 FORD G•laxiis 4-door, extra
clean; power steering
41 PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
58 PLYMOUTH station wagon
60 FORD 4-door sedan
58 CHEVROLET 4-door
SS FORD wagon, clean, local

(NEARLY A CARLOAD!)

New Fall Hats
TOM BUTLER

Reg. 2/25c matching

SO DODGE Vs-ton with flat bed,
loc•I truck; good old truck

Saucers 3 for 25c

20-25 other cars, trucks

Ben Franklin

WILSON MOTORS

202 1...dIce

Dial 472-3362

Fulton

JOHN WILLIAMS

\licAjtj1/

(Story on Page One)

Parkway
Bids Opened
Friday
FRANKFORT
- The
Highway Department opened
bids Friday on portions of the
Jackson Purchase and Pennyrile
Parkways in Western Kentucky.
The Hammet Co. of Paducah
and Ballenger Paving Co. of
Greenville, S.C., were apparent
low bidders in a combined offer
of $2,578,537, to pave seven miles
of the Jackson project in the
Mayfield area.
Warren Bros Co. of Nashville
was apparent low at $2,723,841 In
a combined bid to pave 14 miles
of the same parkway in the Benton area.
For the Pennyrile Parkway,
Ruby Construction Co. was apparent low at $1,539,279 for 6.5
miles and $1,534,140 for 6.8 miles
of construction in Christian and
Hopkins counties,
Gammon, Barter & Zeiler of
Keokuk, Iowa, was apparent
low at $2,176,973 to pave 81
miles of the Pennyrile Parkwa3
in Hopkins County.

c**************t
*
:THE JEWEL BOX lt.
3for 25c
*
* Main at Mulberry *

Cups

*
*

Fulton, Ky.

*
*

* Distinctive Gifts *
*
*
* for all occasions *,
*

*

*Diamonds
Watches - Jewel,*
**************

ming for the department, He
cautioned, however, that the program Is subject to revision.
Nearly half of the money—
$7.7 million-would be spent in
the final year, according to the
outline released by Mr.Cantrell.
The state official said the
state plans to obtain rights-ofway for three new bridges on
the Union City-South Fulton highway during the current fiscal
year. Construction of the bridges is tentatively scheduled for
1969-70.
The next step, Mr. Cantrell
said, would be the obtaining of
rights-of-way for the four-lane
highway in 1970-71, with actual
construction of the highway slated for 1971-72.
The State Highway Department released the following tentative timetable for the West
Tennessee highway:
1967-68: New four-lane permanent surfacing in Dyer County
from the Lauderdale County
line to the Dyersburg bypass;
the same type of surfacing in
Lauderdale County from Tenn.
88 to the Dyer County line;
right-of-way acquisition f o r
three new bridges in °Won
County; right-of-Ay acquisition
in Lauderdale County for new
four-lane construction from
southwest of Henning to northwest of Ripley.

1968-69: Grading, draining
and bridges on the Henning-Ripley segment; acquisition of rightof-way in Shelby County for new
four-lane construction from near
the south city limits of Millington to the Tipton County line;
construction - of the Shelby County project. .
1969-70: Base construction,
paving and installation of signs
on the Henning-Ripley segment;
construction of the three bridges
in ()Mon County; application of
a permanent surface from
north of Brighton to Covington.
1970-71: Right-of-way acquisition for a new four-lane segment from north of Dyersburg
to just north of Newbern; grading, draining and bridges on the
Dyersburg-Newbern
segment;
right-of-way acquisition for new
four-lane construction from Union City to South Fulton.
1971-72: Base, paving a n d
sign installation on the Dyersburg- Newbern section; construction of the four-lane section from Union City to South
Fulton.

LOSES iliS (;AH1.1t:
New York -When Sidney
Goldstein sold some of his
Mexican garlic, he discovered
someone had stolen all 4'2
tons valued at $6.,000....fsom the
railroad freight car. Police
were without clues because
garlic doesn't smell unless cut
or crushed.

SI-11/.1:S FORTt
New York --Federal agents
seized $500.000 in an unoccupied apartment recently. The
bills were all counterfeit and
were printed at a plant in New
Jersey', but no arrests were
made.

1101.1,AND
Utrecht, Netherlands --There
was much celebration when
Crown Princess Heaths gave
birth to a son. This was the
first male heir to the Dutch
throne in 116 years. Princess
Beatrix was married to Germanborn Prince Claus March 10,
1966.

-

TAYLOR

OPEN FOR BUSINESS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

•

New cars, used cars, parts, service department and body repair

Taylor Chevrolet Buick

FARMERS
HURRY! LAST CHANCE AT OUR

FIRE SALE

Some Merchandise

806Y

BARGAIN CLEAN-UP PRICES.

424 LAKE STREET

The construction of a four-lane highway from Union City to
South Fulton Is one of a number of projects planned by the State
Highway Department in a five-year program of improvement for
Highway 51.
Preliminary and tentative plans for the program were revealed Wednesday in Nashville. Estimated cost of the improvements is
$16.9 million, according to Leon T. Cantrell, director of program-

-JAN&

01./-1rEl

THE LEADER STORE

Four-Lane Highway Slated
Between U. C. And Fulton

We've moved to our new "home" on Ky. 307

A-Y

All students must complete
the regular admissions procedure before enrolling, according to the dean.
The greatest selections of
evening or Saturday courses are
in the areas of education, business, and psychology. Other-dipartments offering at least one
class are agriculture, art, chemistry, history, industrial arts,
library science, physical education, and physics.
Thirty of the 50 courses are
open only to graduate students,
and all but six may be counted
for graduate credit.

Factory Special Purchase!

Regular 15c
White 9-oz, Ranson

Car

rlEir/ PARK
-- --

Of interest to Homemakers

MSU Offers 50 Evening,
Saturday Morning Courses

THIS WEEKS -

• PANT

SECOND
22111111

AN Alll0.11.11 1,I)
l'
Harrison, N.J. --The "AmerICan Racer." the most automated ship, can he maneuvered
with only one man on the
bridge and two in the engine
roam It has a speed if more
than 21 knots and electronic
watchmen round out the CreW.

300 Broadway
TEMCO I>

TRACTOR IMPLEMENT MOTIVE PARTS INC

South Fulton

We Have Now Opened Our Christmas
Lay -Away On All Wheel Goods
You are invited
to come in and
make your selections now. We
will put them
away for you
until Christmas

Store
Western Auto Associate Fulton
Lake Street

Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Mone
NOT A SALE!
Just Every -Day Low Prices!
NO TRADE-INS NECESSARY
Recliners, Naugahyde cover
5-piece Dinette
9 x 12 Linoleum rugs
Baby beds complete with mattress
Metal wardrobe
Metal kitchen cabinets
Large assortment of pictures
_
Large Early American table lamps
Hair dryers
Hardrock Maple commode tables
Hot Plate Large record cabinet
5-Piece Maple dinette set

$39.95
$37.50
$ 3.99
$34.95
$20.95
$29.95
$2.95 up
__ $14.95
__ $10.18
$35.95
$ 1.98
$16.50
$79.95

WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
NO MONEY DOWN; UP 10 36 MONTHS TO PAY;
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH.

PH Discount Furniture
4th and Ky.Ayes. Fulton, Ky.

Save At Least

20to50%

4.2./

Metropolis

\s

Mexico

ceivable business and profession in the state. This creates
more and more jobs for Kentuckians.
"There is more involved than
just dollars and cents," he said.
"Tourists come back to Kentucky because we give them
more for their money. Our own
citizens, too, find more enjoyable and meaningful recreation
right here at home."
Ward said that the big goal
of a half-billion-dollar tourist
tadustry by 1971 can be
achieved. "with the fine working partnership between state
government and private business that has brought us to the
creditable position we now en-
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Ward Outlines Program
For Tourist Industry
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DETAIL OF CIRCLED AREA

3

MAP OF AREA showing proposed interchange at Draffenville, and routes of Purchase Parkway
and Interstate 29 in relation to the Barkley-Kentucky Lake recreational area and Land Between
The Lakes.

State Plans Construction Of Full
Highway Interchange At Draffenville
A letter from State Highway
Commissioner Mitchell Tinder
to Representative Shelby McCallum, dated August 30, reveals plans to construct a full
interchange at the intersection
of the Purchase Parkway and US
68, near Draffenville in Marshall County.

PRESTONSBURG, Ky.,
A half-billion-dollar tourist
industry in Kentucky—almost
doubling its 1964 status—was
set as "state government goal"
today by Henry Ward. Democratic nominee for governor.
Ward said a $500 million-ayear tourist industry in Keninky will mean ''thousands of
additional jobs for Kentuckians,
upwards of $160 million in personal income for Kentuckians
and $50 million in revenue for
local and state governments."
Out of state tourists spent
$295 minion in Kentucky during
1966. Ward said, and this year
will spend more than $300 milJoy-lion. Last year, 26 million -out
of state tourists visited Ken- ,
tucky and Ward predicted that
this figure will exceed 40 million by the time the next governor goes out of office—in late
1971.
— Mrs.
FULTON, Ky..
Expansion of tourism to a
Charlie Stallins entertained with
half-billion-dollar business in
a pot-luck dinner in honor of the
the next four years seems "a
following guests: Mr. and Mrs.
formidable task," Ward said,
B. J. Davis, Falls Church, Va.;
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Stallins,
"but it can be done."
Washington, D.C., and Mr. and
The year 1966 saw a 13 per
Mrs. Jim Sanders and daughter,
cent increase over 1963, Ward
Lynn, of Russellville, Ala.
noted, and a similar increase is
It was the first time the family
expected for the current year.
had been together in 12 years.
"We can continue these annual
Others present were Mr. and
gains," he said, "by proper
Mrs. Rex Ruddle and Terry,
promotion of the tremendous
Mrs. Floyd Bowen, Mrs. Velora
tourist attractions ve already
Stallins, Mrs. Ruth Wheatley,
have, and by orderly expansion
Mrs. Flora Whipple, Bob Stal—throughout Kentucky—of atlins, all of Fulton, Lon Green,
tractions and services for the
Fulton Rt. 2. and Mrs. Dixie
millions of travelers who will
Walker of Futon Rt. I.
be looking for places to go and
Later in the evening, Mrs.
Wallace Ashby, Mrs. Sylvia
things to see in the years
Yates and children, Jason and
ahead."
Rene and Mrs. Christine Pierce
Ward is a former state parks
visited the group.
commissioner
Calling attention to the effect
of tourist spending on Kentucky's total economy, Ward
said, "Out-of-state dollars spent
DINH'. ClICAM
at a motel or restaurant or boat
tr, DO-N1-1' SHOP
04
dock or state park don't stop
.1
• .• lurri
there. They are funneled into
i I! • \
the channels of trade and move
on and on, to touch every con-
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"Living Proof" From
DONALD HASTINGS FEED MILL
DUKEDOM, TENN.

THE ABOVE GILTS were weighed at 0 months and 12 days

Jr., going to TAIL CURLER, then to PIG BALANCER. I hav•
never had a bunch of hogs to grow off any better than these
Wayne-fed gilts.

These gilts
barrows that were

were

Yorkshire and Hampshire cross. The

mates to Ihese gilts were sold at 4 months

arid 12 days; five weighed 225 pounds and 25 weighed 202 pounds

—BRUCE'S GREEN VIEW FARMS

0

'3CO

construction of these ramps
should be deferred.

"However, further study initiated at Mr. Ward's request
has demonstrated that the Department should definitely build
the additional ramps now,
rather than deferring this action
until some uncertain future
— date. This can be accomplish'ryie.,
-,The letter follows;:s
.3
ed while the Parkway is under
'Dear Representative Mcconstruction, and the ramps will
tallum:
be useable at the time the Park"At the request of former
way is opened to traffic.
Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward, I have directed that a
"Mr. Ward cited, and our stufull interchange be construcdies verified, the tremendous
ted between the Purchase Parkgrowth which has occurred in
way and US 68 in Marshall
the area since the original traCounty.
ffic investigations were con"Under previous plans, a halfducted for the Parkway. It
diamond interchange was conis felt that a full interchange
templated at this location to
at US 68 is basic to the conserve Parkway traffic to and
tinued development of this
from the south. Right - of - way
mushrooming area,and is needwas acquired for ramps served to serve to growing demand
ing Parkway traffic to and from
for access to the west side of
the north, but origiral thinking
Kentucky Lake.
of the engineers indicated actual

You'll martml
at HMIs
"7-ImfortY.
YouT do a lot of talking
about these two that make
it their business to keep
yot; stepping lively. With
all that co .tioned comfort
inside and out, You feel
impelled to sprightliness.

BOAVIN'

11110II 0,41..10,
••

Advedisad
GLAMOUR, SEVENTEEN,
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Wall To Wall or Room Size Rugs

Devils
By GIl

29- Ounce Nylon
$5.50 sq. yd.
Herculon Carpeting
$5.50 sq. yd.
$5.95 sq. yd.
Acrilan
100% Nylon Candy Stripe $3.88 sq. yd.
$38.88
9 x 12 Nylon Rugs
9 x 12 Axminater Rugs $49.95

$8.99

32-oz.
Rubberized
PADDING
80c sq. yd.

Co Co Foam
CUSHIONING
80c sq. yd.
•Itaar..
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Fulton Football
Queen To Be
Selected
FULTON, Ky.
Misses Becky Smith, Betty Tucker,
Tina Jolley and Carolyn Allen
are the 1987 candidates for Fulton High School football queen.
The four girls have been chosen
by members of the Fulton High
School football squad.
The queen will be selected
following the annual magazine
campaign, which opened Tuesday and will continue through
Monday. The class selling the
most magazines will elect their
candidate as queen and the other three will be attendants.
The queen will be crowned at
the annual homecoming game
Oct. 8, when the Bulldogs meet
the North Marshall team at Memorial Field.
The freshman candidate is
Becky Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Smith. Betty
Tucker, a sophomore, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Tucker the junior candidate,
Tina Jolley, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Jolly Jr.,
and Carolyn Allen, the senior
candidate, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas H. Allen.
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Martin 7,
Fulton 0
FULTON, Ky.,—Martin High
School scored early in the first
quarter and handed Fulton a
tough 7-0 loss here Friday night.
The Tennesseans grabbed a
Fulton fumble on the Bulldog
20 yard line, and scored three
plays later on a scamper by
halfback Bobby Morrison.
Morrison kept on an option
and rounded left end for the
game winning touchdown. Richard Bragg ran over the extra
point.
The Bulldogs had a 80-yard
pass play trom Bill Smith to
William Pickard called back for
illegal motion in the second
quarter.
In the fourth quarter, Fulton
again threathened to score, having the ball on the 1 foot BM,
with third down and goal, but
the Panther defense held with
the help of a fumble. The Bulldogs recovered the fumble on the
five, but could not score.
Martin did not penetrate the
Fulton 30 yard line after their
same.
Fulton played without the services of Red Forrest. the Bulldog fullback hospitalised with
ful.
mania

Gleason and South Fulton were
pretty well matched Friday night
except for one thing—Gleason had
McElhaney.
When the game at Gleason was
all over and Mr. McElhaney had
finally gone to the shower, South
Fulton was on the little end of a
20-12 score.
Statistics show that NicElhomey aloes rushed for 209 yards
and Jim Brown, former great for
the Cleveland Browns, seldom
turned in that much yardage for
U single game.
The Gleason flash took the
ball on his own 10-yard line In
the first period, was hit at the
line of scrimmage, spun free and
made It a foot race for the rernaining 90 yards. Bostick added
the extra point and South Fulton
was down 7-0.
Later in the first period
fullback McElhaney went right
through the middle and went another 55 yards for a second
score. Bostick got the point and
it was 14-0.
In the second period the Red
Devils came to life as halfback
John Lucy broke over the center, headed right and went all
the way for a 30-yard Tb. The
extra point was missed and the
Gleason lead was cut to 14-6.
McElhaney went back to work
in the third period, running 22
yards for a 20-6 score.
South Fulton's fullback was
the workhorse in the Devils'
fourth period touchdown drive.
He carried the ball 10 times to
move It to the two-yard line
where Lucy went in for the 911pointer. Again the extra point
was missed and the score was
10-12,
In the first half of the game
the Devils passed four times and
completed three but, out of 10
Passes attempted in the final
half, only one was complete while
two were intercepted.
Next week South Fulton travels to Martin for a 7:30 baligame.

Who had the right-of-way?
First homeless carriages were
r7orisidered nuisances and many
dates passed laws requiring opmators to pull off the road to
dlow the dnver of any frightened
loran to go past. The changes
tom the buggy to the homeless
iirriage can be viewed at the
Evolution of Transportation exaibit at the Harold Warp Pioneer
Village at Minden, an south
central Nebraska.
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Blend 'n Gel Perfection Salad

Doctor
in the Kitchen'
by W.W. Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

VITAMIN D
When I was a kid, they fed me
cod liver oil. I hated it. Even
when the flavored variety came

Back in 1905, in a cookery contest sponsored by a leading
gelatine manufacturer, Mrs. John E. Cooke of New Castle, Pa.,
won a prize for her original "receipt" for Perfection Salad. This
delicious molded vegetable salad went on to win nation-wide
acclaim and the enthusiastic approval of good cooks everywhere.
Today this reliable American classic can be made in less time
than ever before, thanks to the exciting new blend 'n gel method
which has revolutionized preparation of gelatine dishes; the ingredients for the gelatine dishes "spin cook" in a blender.
Perfection Salad
1 envelope unflavored
4 cup ice cubes
3
/
(about 5 cubes)
gelatine
4 cups cabbage pieces
/
11
4 cup cold water
1
/
1/2 cup boiling water
1 cup celery pieces
4 cup sugar
1
/
4 green pepper, cut
1
/
.
4 teaspoon salt
1
/
into pieces
4 cup vinegar
1
/
I pimiento, diced
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Sprinkle gelatine over cold water in blender container; allow
to stand while assembling remaining ingredients. Add boiling
water; cover and process until gelatine dissolves. If gelatine
granules cling to sides of the container, use a rubber spatula to
push them into the mixture. Add sugar, salt, vinegar and lemon
Juice. Turn control to highest speed and add ice cubes, one at
a time; process until ice is melted. Stop blender and add cabbage, celery and green pepper. Cover and chop by turning to
high speed and off several times. Chill mixture until it is the
consistency of unbeaten egg white and the chopped vegetables
stay dispersed throughout the mixture. Fold in pimiento and turn
into individual rvalds, 4-cinelnold or serving bowl. Chill until
firm. 2 or 3 hours. Unmold onto tomato slices and garnish with
salad greens.
YIELD: 6 to 8 servings.

out later and I prescribed it, I
didn't blame the kids for gagging
on it.
When I went to Germany in the
aftermath of World War II to
help rebuild the public health
structure of the country, a German doctor told me about giving
cod liver oil to the children to
help compensate for the drastic
wartime shortage of fats.
"Have to give it to them in the
dispensary," he said. "If we send
the bottle home, the family uses
it for frying potatoes."
I guess he saw me shudder, because he gave me the German
equivalent of the "don't-be-likethat" expression, and added;
"You should try them; they are
delicious."

It Prevents Rickets
The Norse nations and other
deep-sea fishermen ate the livers
of the cod and other fish, and
they were notable for their sturdy
body structure and freedom from
the bone disease rachitis, commonly called rickets. Eskimos ate
the whole fish, including livers.
Tropical peoples and those who
lived in mild sunny localities were
not prone to rickets, as were those
who lived in more severe and less
sunny climates. Medical research
has demonstrated that the action
of sunlight upon sterols (fatty
substances) in the skin produces
an equivalent to the cod liver oil
ingredients which prevent rickets.
Collectively, these are known as
vitamin D. Chemically, these are
sterols related to cholesterol.
It is no longer necessary to give

Ordinary glass breakage
(below) can leave some
sharp, jagged edges — a real
danger if a youngster falls
against a floor-to-ceiling window while playing, or if an
adult walks through a sliding
glass door he thought was
!ripen. This is one reason
ttempered safety glass was invented.
Now, high-strength glass in
patio doors and other large
areas is safer than ever. Today's tempered safety glass
seldom breaks, but even if it
does (under very severe im-

SUN. - MON.
September 17 - 18
pact), it "fails safe" by crumbling into small granular
fragments (at top) without

AIME
SHOCKING!
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LADIES' 32-38

E
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SHIRTS
enough shirts? Here's news,
Shirts styled for you with Bermuda
or spread collar, roll-up sleeves
White, pink, maize, green, beige
Never

SLACKS

Quilt-lined
ponded Vi
zip-off h oixnyl
oods in
black ond Parkas with
Nylon
Olive, 1 00%
olive
Parkas, and
erns in
Cornirl or
Brown Sizes: West3-14

CHOOSE
FROM
3
GREAT
J
ACKETS
AT
GREAT
S
AVINGS,

STRETCH DENIM

sç
BOYS' LONG SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
•
Here's a fine selection of shirts for
boys. H. will like th•s• polished
sateen% in handsome prints and Cotton flannelettes in all the newest
prints and colors. Sizes 6-16.

LADIES'
8--18
• NAVY
• SKIPPER

SIZES: 6-16

• DK. BROWN
• BERRY

REG. 1.19

• LODEN

IMMENSE
VARIETY!

ENTIRE STOCK OF WOMEN'S $3

Attention

Choice spri
heifers and
grade and r
ficial sired
also heifers c
Call
JERRY
Appleton,
414-7

Terrific Buy!

3-Piece 1>eciroo
pl•te witti
and mattress
Odd divan, Ilk
Two brand-n•
chairs, sac
Bunk beds, Ilk
complete
Odd 2-piece liv
suites,
New 3-piece 0
bedroom s
Floor-type rev
Refrigerators,
Linoleum r
yard; vinyl, $
floor, $2.25
Apartment-siz
like new,
Corns in and hr
have lots of ba
tised!
•

FLATS-CASUALS

Week Days Open 7 P.M.
Saturday - Sunday's
One 1 •

What a selection of
smartly styled shoes!
Loafers, T-straps, oxfords, little heels. Some
with fancy bows. Many
with foam linings for
extra soft At. soft
and mellow uppers.
You'll want two pairs.

Friday Thru Saturday

100% COTTON

BIG SAVINGS!

VINYL LACE

FASHION FABRIC TABLECLOTHS
Assortment of
Plisse, Flannelette
a n d Cottons in
prints and solids.

All first quality with
Cotton Felt backing.
SIZES TO 72- LONG

BOYS' 3-6X

Fulton

REG. 1.79
.•••

JEANS
PE
RMANENT
PRESS
NO IRONING
EVER
qv! MIR

EASY
CREDIT
TERMS

Ig

sdt

Aigtwavl yahwsicsi.etoc
CAa,neck,nal ttsd ohnrenapa
raglan

and
12x12" size in 100%
Cotton. Whipstitchiad
on all sides. Fashion
colors. Slight irregs

\\•'

50% Cotton,
50%
Polyester Jeans
with sturdy
elastic waist and
two
roomy front
lope, Loden pock•ts. Navy, AnteGr••n. Sizes:
3-6X.

"WHAT IN HELL
ENTIRE STOCK
BOYS ANKLET & CREW

SOCKS

MEN'S
s_m-L-XL
REG. OR
EXTRA
HOLD
794 SIZE

SHOP 3 WAYS ...CASH, CHARGE, LAYAWAY!

39/ Broadway

War

A-M *
frSII

Texas Refi
Bet ill, Fact

65% POLYESTER
35% COTTON

S-t-r-e-t-c-h your budget
and bat in fashion for fall
.. choose stretch Denim
slacks from our large selection. 75% Cotton, 25% Nylon, Smooth fitting. Styled
with side zip.
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Fulton, Ky.

GOOD
OVE

sharp shards to inflict personal injury.
A new eighth-inch tempered
safety glass called Herculite
K is said to be four to five
times stronger under impact
than ordinary glass of the
same thickness, thus providing an extra measure of safety
under all normal conditions.

SAFER THAN EVER!

babies and children cod liver oil
as such The anti-rachitic factor
has been isolated, not only from
the livers of the cod, but from
those of the tuna, salmon, halibut,
shark and deep-sea perch. It is
producible also by irradiating
yeast, milk and other sources of
ergosterol. For babies, vitamin D
is available in the "drops' known
to every mother.
Bones And Teeth Affected
Vitamin D plays an irnportant
role in bone, tooth and other body
functions in which calcium and
phosphorus are concerned, including the integrity of blood, muscles
and nerves. It is most important
during the early years of rapid
growth and development, especially in the formation of a strong
and properly structured skeleton
and good teeth. It is also important for pregnant women and
nursing mothers.
In areas where there is a normal sunny summer and not too
prolonged and severe a winter,
the ordinary milk supply carries
enough vitamin D for adults. For
children, supplementation may
be medically advised.
Virtually all milk, fresh or evaporated, is now fortified to provide 400 units of vitamin D per
quart. The fortification of nonfat
dry milk has also been proposed
by medical authorities.

P.N H RSCH & CO.
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By BILL POWELL
Sun-Democrat Roving Editor
Kentucky Commissioner of
Commerce Katherine Peden today pledged the aid of her department in determining the feasibility of the proposed GravesMarshall Clark's River lake in
providing good industrial sites.
She said the state would be
willing to participate in the sitestudy to the extent of furnishing
half the funds.
Local communities, or some
agency, would provide the balance.
The state's contribution could
amount to $12,000 or more—since
industrial-site studies of the nature involved sometimes cost
$25,000 or m o r e, said Miss
Peden.
"We simply must provide industrial sites in Kentucky," said
Miss Peden.
She pointed out that one of the
biggest problems in luring industry to Kentucky is the avail-

4.1 1— I °O
MOTOR TUNE UP; au" and
iesel mechanic work, all types.
'hallos DX Station, Highlands,
cross from Derby.
FOR SALE: Five room house,
unrung water, bathroom, electric
eat, air conditioning, with 21 acres
and. Two miles southeast of Dukeoom on bldektop road. Call Hoy
iuckett, Dukedom, Tenn. 469-5678.
'E HAVE GOOD BUYERS lookng for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call ix
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton, o
fennessee; phone 479 2651.
SAVE YOUR TIRES, make your
ear drive better with expert wheel
alignment at Seates Tire Service.
Phone 472-3531 for appointment or
just drive in.

REGISTERING NEW VOTERS — Wendell Ford, (tenter, Democratic candidate for
Lieutenant Governor and coordinator of a state-wide drive to register voters, meets with
his vote drive co-chairmen. They are Clifford Smith, Jr., president of the Kentucky Young
Democratic Clubs, and Mrs. Helen Garrett, Paducah, president of the Kentucky Democratic Women's Clubs. Ford said the drive will be on a non-partisan basis, and that
civic minded clubs and organizations would be asked to help.

ability of good plant sites.
The key to the landing of McCracken County's Essex Wire
Co. plant was the Greater Paducah Industrial Development
ability to provide a
fine Ohio River site.
Miss Peden made the pledge
for her department after Edwin
Reid of Symsonia explained the
latest lake proposal development
to her and Sen. Tom Garrett of
Paducah and others at a meeting at the Jackson Purchai-c
RECC office here.
Advised Firm Proof
She advised the committee
headed by Reid to place in thc
hands of the Corps of Engineers
firm proof of benefits front the
lake for use in figuring the costbenefit ratio which can be the
password to censtruction of the
project three miles southwest
of Symsonia.
"You must come up with solid

Clinton Army Major Cited For Heroism
for Short Trips Surrounding
Fultan
MAN WE WANT IS
WORTH UP TO
$161500 ri NeAAre

Plus Regular Cash Bonuses
AIR MAIL
M. C. PATE, JR.
MIKSIOOR

Taus Refinery Corp.
ks ill, Fast Werth, Tess: 76101

Attention Dairymen!
Choice springer Holstein
heifers and young cows,
grade and registered artificial sired DH1A herds;
also heifers calves, all ages.
Call collect:
JERRY GEENLN
Appleton, Wisconsin
414-788-3242

CLINTON, Ky.,
Army
Major William R. Kaler, son of
- Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kaler of
Clinton, has been awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross for
heroism "above and beyond the
call of duty" while serving as a
helicopter pilot in Vietnam.
The official commendation
reads:. "Major Eater distinguished himself by valorous actions on May 27 while serving as
pilot of a UH-1D helicopter.
"Late 'in the evening on this
date an infantry unit was am-

sociation's

he began nearly vertical descent
into an incredibly small landing
zone surrounded by tall trees.
The perilous descent was made
through a hail of enemy fire
which increased during the short
time the aircraft was on the
ground.
"Major Kaler, still under with-

bushed by a strong Viet Cong
force and several friendly soldiers were wounded. Aero-medical evacuation was requested
and Major Kaler bravely responded to the call for help in
spite of nearly prohibitive weather conditions.
"Major Kaler reached the
scene of the ambush despite torrential rain, gusty wind and extremely poor visibility, only to
find that the battle was still in
progress.
"Disregarding his own safety,

ering fire as he lifted off, successfully accomplished the evacuation and delivered the casualties to a field hospital for immediate care.
"Major Kaler's courage, superior airmanship and devotion
to duty are in keeping with the
highest traditions of the military
service and reflect great credit
upon himself, the 9th Infantry
Division and the United States
Army."
Recently Major Kaler had also
been presented with a seventh
cluster to the Air Medal.

SAFETY PRECAUTION
"Today's Health", a publication of the American Medical Association, advises homeowners to "make certain that
a glass panel cannot be mistaken for an open door. Apply
decals or pressure tape, or place a fairly tall (about three
feet potted planter in front of the panel."

You'll find your
BRAND
of vacation fun

economic benefit evidence," she
said.
Miss Peden also urged some
kind of planning and zoning to
guarantee the availability of
sites for industry.
"Now I don't mean zoning
of every farm field and barn;
I mean zoning to guarantee
that industrial sites are there

at the

WATER VALLEY, Ky.,
-Mrs. Mary Martin of Water
Valley is today announcing the
engagement and approaching
marriage of her only daughter,
Carol, to Charles Gordon Vinyard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Vinyard of Kirbyton.
The daughter of the late James
H. Martin, the bride-elect graduated from Wingo High School
in 1964, and is a senior at Murray State University graduating
in January.
Mr. Vinyard is a 1959 graduate
of Carlisle County High School.
He is presently employed by
General Tire and Rubber Co. of
Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized Nov. 4 at six o'clock in the
evening at North Ballard Baptist
Church.
No invitations are being sent.
All friends and relatives are Invited.

BA1464.INS
3-Piece bedroom suit* complete
and
new
divan,

with good $60 boa spring
5100.00
mattress
$35.00
liko
Odd
Two brand-now club
chairs, each
Bunk beds, like new,
complete569.95
Odd 2-pirece living room
$10 up
suites,
New 3-piece Oak Finish
$129.118
bedroom suit,
Floor-type reversible fan, $10.00
$15 and up
Refrigerators,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment-size electric stove,
like new,
$90.00
Come in and browse around; we
hav• lots of bargains not adver•
tised!
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waters
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clear colorful
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Spacious,
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. . amid a tropical
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• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE POT.-tor snacks or
meals
• Private white sand Beach
• GOLDEN NUGGET—for cocktail
• Freshwater Swimming Pool
•sippin'
• Shuffleboard
GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• Free TV
CLUB- -for hearty dining
Service
• 24-hr. Phone
Florida's largest
STAMPEDE ROOM . . . West
Nite Spot ...
organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly.
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All

ing artist,

Coast
featuring LENNY DEE. top Decca recordYear. write for colorful brochure -

THE

Furniture Store

;
i

DESERT
RANCH

"on the gulf" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD

As-

for a prospect to count on,"
she said.
She advised the committee to
emphasize benefits from renewed usability of land, industrial prospects and flood control.
She said the important recreational aspect of such a pro)-ect and the long-range potential
from it "won't earn you many
good points in the engineer's
feasibility study."
The Corps of Engineers, Nashville District, is making a feasibility study. The results of it
probably will not be known for
a year because of the pileup of
such studies.
Reid told Miss Peden and the
others at the informal meeting
that one estimate of the cost of
the dam which would control
flooding on the West Fork of the
river and a diversion channel to
regulate the flow of the East
Fork was $25 million.
He said James Johnson, executive secretary of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce, had made the estimate, using Corps of Engineers
figures for past proposals and
other material.
He said the estimated cost of
dredging the forks had been
placed at $18 million. This does
not include redredging ':which
never ends," he said.
Farmers of the watersheds—
about 5,000—are now paying for
development of the conservation
systems in the higher lands
along the winding channels.
They would have to pay more
—on a never-ending basis—under the dredging plan, he pointed out.
The lake—eight miles from
Mayfield, seven miles from Benton and 16 miles from Paducah
—would be about eight miles
long. Spring Creek embayment
would run crosswise for about 4
miles just above the dam. The
lake would average a mile ark
a half in width elsewhere.
Reid said land all along the
East Fork and West Fork wouk
be reclaimed by use of the char
nel from Dexter to Kentucky
Lake and the proposed lake.
"It is a question of doing what
is best for the entire Purchase
area, and we believe our plan

is the best," he said. It is a
matter of dredging and reclaiming a few acres of land or developing our plan and reclaiming thousands and thousands of
acres."
The lake would have 75 to 80
miles of shoreline and "every
inch would be usable," said
Reid.
Reid said the lake would provide duck and goose hunting as
a winter-time recreational asset.
Both forks of the river flood
frequently every year of normal
rainfall. Reid said 60 to 65 per
cent of the land in the proposed
reservoir can't be farmed and
doesn't even have timber.
"If it is good farmland, as
some opponents of the dam say,
then why isn't the land being
farmed?" said Reid.
. He said much of the land was
bought for as low as $10 an acre
"with the view in mind of holding it until all the farmers
around the forks pay for dredging and making it valuable."
Also attending the meeting
were Edward Reid and Jackson
McClure of Symsonia, Bill Murphy of the Greater Paducah
Chamber of Commerce and Mr.
and Mrs. Hobart Adams. Mr.
Adams is manager of the RECC.
The lake-channel plan has
been heavily endorsed by lawmakers, school boards, chambers of commerce, labor unions
and others.
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Chocolate Marshmallow Almond

ST. PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA

Phone 472-3421
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We Carry A
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— Just Spray and Wipe Away
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Then you know it's Quality Chekir!
That means flavors like Chocolate Marshmallow Almond Ice Cream. Smooth marshmallow and rich milk chocolate ice cream,
sprinkled with crisp chocolate-covered
almonds. Crunch!
Next time you shop, remember ....e arc
the only dairy in this area authorized 'to carry
the Quality Chekd label. See if you don't
taste the difference

•

— DISTRIBUTED BY —

I

Pure Milk Company
FULTON, KY.

DIAL 472-3311

Fulton, Ky.
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US CHOICE CENTER CUTS
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14-oz. BOTTLE

MAPLE LEAF

LIBBY'S
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E. W.JAMES BRAND
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59c FRENCH FRIES
8-oz. box
79c FRUIT COCKTAIL 4for $1.00 TEA
REGULAR SIZE
BABY RUTH or BUTTERFINGER
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Powders
10for 39c TIDE
25c CANDY BARS
10c ICE CREAM CONES

PAPER PLATES
SHOWBOAT NO. 1 SIZE
PORK and BEANS
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Value
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Loaf
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-FREE
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ROYAL

49c INSTANT COFFEE
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SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

DOUBLE QUALITY

STAMPS
WE HAVE THE NEW QUALITY STAMP CATALOG.
Come By and Get Yours Now

A

19c POTATOES=rT 10
1
15c 0NI0NSus.".1YELL°w 27

STORE HOURS
MONDAY -THURSDAY 8 A.M. TO 8 P. M.
FRIDAY 8 — 8 P.M.
SATURDAY 8 — 9 P. M. SUNDAY 9A. M. —7P. M.

KRAFT

THRIFTY 32-oz.

LUZIANNE BRAND 6-oz.

4 Servings
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